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NEWS

Alumni Hall to be expanded
Ground-breaking ceremony held last Saturday

CONNIE HAWKINS

Cord News

Last Saturday morning renovations

to Alumni Hall officially began with

the Ground-breaking Ceremony at

Homecoming. The ceremony was

held on the lawn area of the Hall

The plans for the renovations

include a Board Room, a "gathering

space", a dining room and several

multi-purpose rooms. Upon com-

pletion, the new Alumni Hall will

also be 3 floors high.

However, no parking garage is

planned despite the increased

usage of the building.

According to Ron Depuis,

Director of Physical Plant and

Planning, the total cost of the Hall is

expected to be around $350,000 to

$400,000. It should be finished

"around Christmas."

A funding grant from Canada

Ontario Infrastructure Grants will

help pay for the renovations. The

federal and provincial governments

will each pay one third, and Laurier

will pay the other third, or $60,000.

Depuis said the Wilfrid Laurier

University Alumni Association

(WLUAA) has "kicked in Laurier's

third."

The first speaker at Saturday's

ceremony, Peter Postrozny, presi-

dent of the WLUAA, emphasized

that Alumni Hall would become a

"focal point for the gathering and

activities ofalumni."

Postrozny then presented the

cheque from the WLUAA to Dr.

Marsden, WLU's President Dr.

Berczi, V-P of Finance and

Administration and Betty Sims,

Chair of the Board of Governors.

Marsden thanked the WLUAA

for their generous gifts of "money,

time and energy," and acknowl-

edged the commitment to support

the university through "good times

and bad." Marsden also talked

about the future generations of

Laurier students and alumni who

will benefit from the support of the

YVLUAA.

Charles Kennedy, of the Students

Alumni Association, concluded the

official speeches, thanking Dupuis,

Director of Physical Plant and

Planning at Laurier, who worked

very hard to physically realize the

dream of the new Alumni Hall.

The official ground-breaking

was done by Marsden, Postrozny,

and Sims, who actually broke the

ground. Two more ground-break-

ings accommodated official pho-

tographs.

In addition to the VIPs, 15 to 20

alumni and their families, including

one student from the 1938 graduat-

ing class were present at the cere-

mony.
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Coming home again
Alumni, staffand students

recognized at awards ceremony

KATHY CAWSEY

Cord News

Over 30,000 Laurier alumni are

scattered around the world. Not all

of them came to homecoming; how-

ever, a significant number returned

to visit the old campus and watch

the Hawks beat the Gryphons.

Homecoming opened on Friday,

Sept. 22 with the Athletic Hall of

Fame Banquet. A Champagne

Brunch and General Meeting on

Saturday was followed by a

Groundbreaking Ceremony at

Alumni Hall. The alumni headed

over to the Football Game, then cel-

ebrated at the newly redesigned

Gathering. A dance in the Turret

wrapped up Saturday. Sunday some

alumni helped welcome frosh and

their parents to Laurier at the

Annual First-Year Students Parents'

Day Reception.

At the Champagne Brunch, the

alumni acknowledged several stu-

dents, staff and alumni for their

achievements over the past year.

Cheska Boettinger, Charles Toth,

and Kim McWhinnie, all first year

students, received Alumni Awards

of Merit. As well, the alumni recog-

nized the contributions to Laurier

made by George Granger, Dr.

Herman Overgaard, and Ethel

Schaus by making them Honorary

Alumni.

Dr. Flora Roy, former chair and

professor of the English depart-

ment, received a standing ovation

when she was presented with the

Distinguished Educator Award. "We

were on the cutting edge," she said

of her work in the English depart-

ment, at a time when only two fac-

ulty taught English. "We managed

to sense what the students needed."

For example, Laurier was one of the

first schools to consider a program

in Communication Studies.

"You can't stand still," Roy com-

mented. "But all the nice things

came about because we worked

together.

Michael Overduin, graduate of

1988, was elected Alumnus of the

Year because of his accomplish-

ments in the Field of cancer

research. Overduin is the first sci-

ence graduate to receive this dis-

tinction. Overduin commented on

the new science building: "The only

thing more impressive than the new

science building is the people that

fill it,"he said.

Changes to campus noticed

KATHY CAWSEY

Cord News

the athletic complex a farmer's field? Forwefl's

an apple cider mill? A gym where the theatre

auditorium is now?

Believe it. The alumni who attended this

year's homecoming remember a very different

Laurier from the one we see today.

"In 1954 we came to a totally new campus,"

said Joyce Meckbach, a laurier graduate in

English. "We thought it was quite grand. But

that's all been replaced - the oldest surviving

part, the old science building, was new the year

we came."

"In 1965 [Laurier] was small, you recognized

everybody," said Murray Hamilton, another

alumnus. "They've filled in all the spaces. But

they've done it very nicely - it's a very nice cam-

pus."

Scott MacDonald graduated more recently,
in 1989, but he also noticed changes tothe cam-

pus. 'The bars have changed," he said, noting
that the bars used to be "like a cafeteria." "The

facilities here are way better, much more in the

big league."
"The problem with Laurier's construction,"

commented JohnOrmston, also class of '89. "is

that you can tell when each (buildingl was built

because none of them look like any of the oth-

ers. But ifthey pick one style," he added, "dont

make it red brick."

"Mac House used to be called West Hall,"

said Ernie Smith, another alumnus. "The others

were called East, South
...

the gym didn't exist,

the coaches had offices where Foot Patrol is

now. We dressed for football under East Hall

And beer would never have been served out in

the open," he commented, looking out the win-

dow at the pre-game party beginning.

But one thing hasn't changed over the years.

"Laurier continues to have the ability to get in

the news the one time in five years when they
do something wrong," Ormston commented,

referring to the Ezra Street Party. Most of the

alumni had heard about the party.

The 1965 version of Wilison Hall.
PICTURE:
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Is Laurier rez life fair?
Students complain about sagging beds

and mini showers

ROBIN WHITAKER

Cord News

Everybody's got something to bitch about,

right?

But why bitch about residence?

Laurier's residence structure is, according

to Little House B3's Don Kevin MacDonald,

"among the best in the country." Still, there

are those who feel that complaining about

residences is justified.

Take, for example, the Letter to the Editor

in the Cord two weeks ago. A first year stu-

dent living in Little House wrote that he'd suf-

fered lower back pain due to a mattress that

was, in his words "capable of doing a great

hot dog impression with me rolled up inside."

He's not alone on the issue of bed discom-

fort. First year Little House resident Eric

Anjevine said "I P*ked up my shoulders from

the beds." John Forbes, also a first year stu-

dent agreed, adding "my back's killing me

from the bed."

The answer, said Mike McMahon, Head

Resident and four-year habitant of Little

House, is to obtain "boards available for the

beds which eliminate the problem." He had a

bad back going into first year, and his bed

didn't help him much. Theboard did.

Fran Wdowczyk, laurier's Student Life Co-

ordinator, added that she wished the housing

office had known about the student's discom-

fort before he had written the article.

McMahon commented, "Most of the prob-

lem now is getting that information out so that

people will know that those boards are avail-

able. We're in the process ofputting new beds

into our residence buildings." For some, that

change will come none too soon.

But beds aren't the only complaint coming
from the guys' residences.

Little House resident David Whitecross

simply stated, "We need higher showers." The

current showers in Little House B-Wing mea-

sure 5-foot-zero. B3 Resident Mike McKenna

said "I'm sure at least 3/4 of the guys on the

floor are at least six feet." Needless to say they

have the cleanest pecks on campus.

Construction noises at 7:ooam and lack of

washers and dryers top the list of other com-

plaints about residence.

"Providing a living and learning environ-

ment," said McMahon "... is our philosophy,

our initial statement and our goal in the resi-

dences here. Although that may be different

from some schools. We have no buildings that

we'd ever call a zoo, like Western."

Do guys treat their residences better than

girls do? As one would expect, the answers

depend on who you ask.

I i'anne Howat, Assistant Head Resident of

Bouckaert Hall, and two year veteran of the

Laurier Residence system said, "I feel that

from my perspective... certain guys [are] not

used to cleaning up after themselves... as

some girls are."

McMahon, on the other hand, said, "I don't

think that it's fair to say that [guys] treat [their

rooms] differently because to say that is to say

that they're harder on the facilities or not as

hard on the facilities."

Still, he admitted, "There seems to be, in

men's residences, more wear and tear dam-

ages thatwe have to fix at the end of the year.

It's too bad."

The guy/girl differences don't stop there.

Anjevine pointed out that many girls "get

two washing machines for every floor."

Wdowczyk responded to this issue by saying

that it is certainly something to discuss in the

future.

Still, there is one disadvantage to living in

the girls residence, according to first year resi-

dent Craig Tullett. Of the female residence

staff, Tullett noted "they're a lot more protec-

tive."

As far as the residence rules are con-

cerned, said McMahon, "there used to be dif-

ferences on paper, but the residence hand-

book has been totally revamped... There are

no differences between males and females. It's

across the board."

Still, it is obvious to some that changes and

repairs must be made. As the system stands

now, said McMahon, "every building at the

end of the school year is looked at. The direc-

tor of housing walks through and the head of

physical plant & planning walks through and

they decidewhat exactly needsto be done."

As with any what-needs-to-be-done dilem-

ma however, money is the bottom line. Mike

McMahon added, "Sure, I'd love to have more

money for the buildings and I'd love to be able

to make every request for repairs and stuff

done on the same day that they're called in.

We're facing some challenges but... we'll

work as a team and get it done."

So, are any major changes in the works for

Laurier Residences? "You hear a million

things," said Mike McMahon.

"You hear that Willison Hall's going to be,

at some point in time, moved to a [different]

location."

Really?

Let's just hope that the new shower noz-

zles are high, the beds are hard, and there are

plenty of washers and dryers to go around.

But in the mean time, get a bed-board and

give your complaining a rest.

Are guys messier than girls?
This male residence room seems to

indicate mess may be genetic.
PICTURE:
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BOD reports on summer fun
Board meeting mainly VP presentations

ofactivities over the summer

SCOTT STINSON

Cord News

Last Thursday the Students' Union

Board of Directors met out of cam-

era for the first time this year. On

the agenda were the summer

reports ofall the VPs.

Brad Ross, VP: University

Affairs, began the reports. Aside

from roaming the country on vari-

ous conferences Ross laid down

some of the groundwork for his

department's initiatives this year.

As promised during election

time, the Student Run Course

Evaluation will continue this year

after a shaky debut last year. The

courses and the format have

already been selected. Ross said the

final product will be a booklet of

about 25 pages to be distributed in

February. Last year's evaluation

came in the form of a four-page

insert in the Cord.

Ross also outlined his depart-

ment's upcoming plans, including

Safety Month in October and Sexual

Awareness Month in November.

Joel Lynn, VP: Finance, gave his

report next. After outlining some

minor budget changes and the

Union's investments, he turned it

over to Bruce Dorland, Chair of

Finance and Building, to make a

numberof relatively minor motions.

All of the motions passed with-

out discussion, most notably one

that effectively increased VP:

Student Activities George Raptis'

summer salary retroactive to July 1

to reflect 30 hours per week instead

of the 10 hours per week that was

originally budgeted.

The Operations Management
Board originally made the change

in the summer, without the

approval of the Board.

Next on the agenda was the

report of Eric Green, VP: Marketing.

He reported on the many projects
that the Marketing department

handledover the summer, including

the development of a new Students'

Union logo, plans for the profit cen-

tres in the new SUB, and the acqui-

sition ofa new computer system.

Green also noted there are some

snags with the Speaker's Corner

unit planned for the new SUB. The

unit was expected to be coin-oper-
ated in order to offset its initial cost

of$15 000. $3000 in revenues were

budgeted for this year alone.

However, the unit that the Union

received is not fitted for coin opera-

tion. Green said he is now looking
into the cost and time required to

have the changes made. At present,

either the unit will run for free, or

its use will be delayed.

Director Bil Huk asked Green if

the unit was actually ordered with

coin-operation capability. Green

was unable to give a definite

answer.

Due to the length of the meeting,

the rest of the agenda was tabled

until the next meeting, which

occurred on Tuesday the 26th, after

print deadlines. Details next week.

(News)-
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Internship gets makeover

Co-op work terms redesigned to be moreflexible
SABRINA SACCOCCIO

Cord News

The Laurier Co-op and Internship

Program made some changes over

the summer. Internship's name was

changed to "Arts & Science Co-op"

after deliberations at the Annual

Internship Committee meeting dur-

ing the summer. As well, the struc-

ture of the work terms has become

more flexible to accommodate the

needs of the students.

The Internship office believes

that the new name will improve the

reception of the program by stu-

dents and employers. The name

segregates the Arts and Science Co-

op students from thebusiness Co-op

students. This clearly separates

business related job opportunities

from other disciplines' job postings.

At the same time, the name change

acknowledges the fact that Laurier's

Internship program is more like a

co-op program than a medical or

computer internship.
The major alteration for Arts

and Science Co-op is not related to

the name change. The program's

work terms are now much more

flexible for those co-op students

with a major in arts or science.

Students can use any work experi-

ence towards their work term,

whether it is part-time, full-time, or

volunteer, during the school year or

inthe summer, providing the work

experience was approved by the

faculty co-ordinators.

"The new flexibility with work

terms is a great idea," said Greg

Temelini, a 3rd year Political

Science co-op student. "As a TA., I

can now use this job towards my

work term, if I have to
...

if I can't

find work this summer related to

my Political Science major."

The Co-op and Internship Office

said these changes will allow stu-

dents to accept non-career related

jobs in the summer. The office real-

ized that some jobs are not offered

during the summer months and

before this year would havebeen off

limits to Arts and Sciences Co-op
students. Federal government job

postings with work commencing in

January had to be avoided because

of the time of year they were

offered.

Among Co-op students, the gen-

eral consensus is that the program

is valuable. "It's a selling point for

VVLIJ," said last year's Co-op student

advisor, Darren Bibby. "I have made

contacts with businesses like

Microsoft Canada, that I never could

have established without the pro-

gram."

Employers look to employ Co-op

students because they know they

will be valuable workers, Bibby

said. He explained that Co-op stu-

dents gain experience with the

interview process and a look at how

major companies operate.

"The program is really helpful

and I have gained valuable work

experience," said Tim Davidson, a

4th year business Co-op student,

"but I'll wait until I'm graduated

with the diploma in my hand to tell

you what the program is really

going to do for me."

The major changes affect stu-

dents in the Co-op program who

have chosen an Arts or Science

major.

Most students find the flexibility

helpful, but feel that the work term

should always remain career-relat-

ed in order for the Co-op program

to maintain its effectiveness. Karen

McCarger, the Assistant Co-op

Director said the new program is a

"student driven" option.

Some students felt some of the

job options posted for arts and sci-

ence were "shoddy" in terms of

being valuablework experience.

McCarger defended the office,

saying that the students are

informed at the outset that Co-op

Arts and Science is not a "place-

ment program" and they have to be

more involved in the job hunting

process.

HaircutinSUB

Super Dave's 2 opened on Monday in the

newly renovated Student Union Building.
(Don't worry, this isn't actually Super Dave.)
The Student Union Building will also contain

a pharmacy, a travel agency, and the new

Alumni lounge. PICTURE:
PHILL
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Writing Centre

moves to CTB
LAUREN STEPHEN

Cord News

The WLU Writing Centre is now open in the CTB for

students concerned about their writing skills.

The centre, formerly located at 202 Regina, was

developed because many university students lack the

skills needed to achieve high marks on written assign-

ments. Often these students do not realize their writing

needs improvement until it starts costing them marks,

which may notbecome apparent until after first year.

Students who feel they could benefit from the centre

shouldn't wait until an essay is due to make an appoint-

ment. The centre's goal of improved student writing at

Laurier is long-term: a series of meetings is needed to

significantly improve a student's writing.

Typically, a first meeting at the Writing Centre

involves an assessment of the student's writing by

Emmy Misser, the centre's Co-ordinator. In the following

meetings the student and Misser seek to improve areas

of weakness in the student's writing. There is no set

number of meetings, but students willing to participate

in several meetings will likely benefit the most.

The Writing Centre deals with all aspects of the writ-

ing process, from the mechanics of grammar and sen-

tence structure to broader concepts such as developing

ideas and organizing a paper logically. The student's

individual needs determine the areas of concentration

during the meetings.

According to Misser, first year students likely have

the most to gain from the Writing Centre because they

have the most time left in school to improve. However,

the motivation and desire to improve in older students

are also important factors ofsuccess.

In every program of study, writing skills are increas-

ing in importance. Improving them will not only help to

directly ensure success in a specific program, but will

also help indirectly - as Misser points out, "you'll learn

better if you write more."

The WLU Writing Centre is open to all students,

undergraduates and graduates, no matterwhat level of

writing skill (there's always room for improvement). The

centre is located in the Central Teaching Building, Room

3-103. Its hours are Mondays and Wednesdays 1:30-

4:00 p.m. and Tuesdays and Thursdays 9:30-12:00 a.m.

Appointments can be made by calling ext. 3339.

Emmy Misser, the new director of the Writing
Centre is open for business in her new location.

PICTURE:
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"Hihowareyou?"
"Finethanksandyou?"

ANN-MARIE SMITH

Cord News

Hi, how are you?
I'm fine, I guess. That's what I'm

supposed to say, right?

This may sound silly but the

whole "hi, how are you?" phenome-

non drives me crazy. Do you notice

how people ask you but don't really

care? It is a redundant way of say-

ing hello. Often I get pissed off

because the last thing I want is to

start a little conversation with some-

one as I am running with 10 sec-

onds left to get to class. Instead of

making that final dash for class here

I am at the base of the escalator of

the CTB (and my class is on the fifth

floor) and some person keeps asking

how I am. I feel out of breath and

slightly annoyed.

I wonder, who ever thought of

the over-used concept of "hi, how

are you?"

There are two sections to this

problem, the first being the passing

hello. Picture this: I'm between

classes and someone poses "The

Question" as they are passing me in

the hall. Not wanting to be rude 1

reply, "Fine, thanks and you?" in a

loud voice and you know what?

They didn't hear me because they

are already gone and didn't really

care anyways and I'm left feeling

dumb because I'm yelling at nobody.

I do not see the point behind the

"how are you? fine" idea. We have

all been socialized to answer with

"fine" when we hear a question. We

retort with "fine" even when we're

not.

At a small school like Laurier it is

impossible to get through the day

without seeing people you know.

Often you see the same people more

than once. Therefore, wouldn'ta big

smile or cheery hello do the trick?

Why must people ask me three

times in a day how I am? "Hi, how

are you" just seems to be an open-

ing into a conversation. It is easy to

avoid the over-used line and simply

jump to next part of your chat - such

as
"

Uh... nice sweater" or some

other great line.

Being friendly I do smile and

share my salutations with Laurier

but because my pet peeve is this

whole process. I am now left in a

predicament. Do I protest this anar-

chy and never ask anyone ever

again how they are? Do I refuse to

answer when asked how I am?

True, I feel mean and guilty if I don't

respond back with an "and how are

YOU?".

Left in a hard place I often don't

say anything and start talking about

something else.

Since this saying is just a way of

acknowledging someone, why don't

we all think of at least 3 new ways

to greet people? Think of all the

heads you will turn or how many

people you could impress without a

plain, boring old run-of-the-mill

question. Use those imaginations

and create your own greeting - or at

least a different response from

"fine".

Just imagine a world with no

artificial icebreaking questions. A

world filled with happy smiles and

grinning hello's.

So, from now on greet your fel-

low peers with a wave and a won-

derful, bright Hello when walking

past and when starting a conversa-

tionavoid the cliches andbe an indi-

vidual. Break free from old habits

and fly with it!

Be it resolved that hallway small talk is pointless

TOM HRUBES

Cord News

Walking around a (relatively) little

school like Laurier you can't help

running into your friends and/or

acquaintances. (Unless you have no

friends and/or acquaintances).

Whether you're a 3 week old

frosh or a grizzled 4 year veteran

you are well aware of this phenom-

enon. A typical encounter may go

something like this:

You're practically running

through the concourse because

you're late for that statistics course

you enjoy so much. Suddenly some-

one you know is walking towards

you. Have they seen you? You're not

sure. There's nothing more embar-

rassing than saying hello to a per-

son when they haven't seen you.

You put your head down and keep

walking. The moment of truth is

getting closer and closer. You part

your lips getting ready to respond in

case of a sneak attack. Looking up

you notice that you've been noticed

and that eye contact has now been

established. The other person's

mouth has begun to move, getting

ready to form that first "Hello" but

you go for the pre-emptive strike.

You say "How ya doin?" trying to

sound ever so cool and calm.

"Fine!" they scream down the hall-

way as now you're a good 10 feet

past them, "How about yOu?" "I'm

okay!" you bellow through your

portable megaphone as you run for

your class.

Alright, I'm exaggerating, but as

banal and pointless as these hall-

way encounters might seem, con-

sider the alternatives. What if we

lived in a world without pointless

small talk? Could you imagine only

speaking when you had something

meaningful to say?

That little conversation in the

hallway routine can mean so much

to a friend. It can say, "Hey sorry I

tried to pick you up at the Ttirret

last night" or "Sorry I drank your

beer and puked all over your base-

ment." It's also a good way of testing

the waters after your significant

other finally notices you only call

them when you're drunkand horny.

Small talk can also reinforce a prior

meeting with a person you want to

stay friendly with.

There are other potential

rewards for engaging in small talk.

For instance, every second you

spend talking to that pseudo-friend

of yours is one less second you

spend in class. Over an entire year

that can mean several hours of

missed class time. This isn't high

school; you can walk into class as

late as you want. Sure the prof can

make some sort of smart-ass com-

ment but do you really care what

your prof thinks?

Besides, conversations have to

start somewhere. You would never

walk up to a person and announce

"I've discovered the meaning of

life." That kind of statement has to

be led up to, approached gently.

You'd have a lot fewer friends

(again, if you have any - and if you

don't this may describe you) if you

make a habit of going up to people

and, without so much as a hello,

start a conversation: "I just discov-

ered the derivative of the trigono-

metric calculation for the trajecto-

ries of quarks" or "I understandyou

refuse to eat Kraft dinner."

"Hihowareyou" eases you in to that

kind of thing.

Long live small talk - the social

lubrication for unfortunate hallway

encounters and 50-mile-an-hour

concourse flybys.

Board of
Governors

open forum
SCOTTSTINSON

Cord News

On Tuesday, September 26th, an

open forum for the Board of

Governors election was held in the

TYirret and broadcast on Radio

Laurier.

Candidates Robb Hadfey,

Jonathan Winter, and Arflsh Maldm

had the chance to answer ques-

tions regarding their candidacy
and give themselves each a little

plug. Some excerpts:

Q: With the threat of tuition

deregulation looming, how do

you feet laurier will be affect-

ed, and how do you propose

to deal with it?

Writer: i think that tuition deregu-
lation wffl affect all universities, not

just Laurier. With things like the

capital campaign to offset it,

Laurier is actually vety well posi-

tioned to deal withit

Hadley: Although all the talk of

deregulation and its efleds is prob-

ably just a worst case scenario, I

plan to work with the administra-

tion to lobby the government to

fight deregulation. Also. I think the

school should operate more as a

business, by selling its services

such as research and consulting.

Also, I think that wage reorganiza-

tion is necessary. I think that the

administration has deemed them-

selves the elite of society, and had

compensated themselves in that

way.

Q;What do you think of the

actions of the school regard-

ing the Ezra Street Party?
Winter: The Code ofConduct is the

bask: issue here. I don't think that

eliminating the off-campus portion

of the Code of Conduct is reason-

able. But I don't want to see justice

passed arbitrarily either, There has

to be a compromise.

MaMm: The University is stepping

over legal grounds by doing this. I

agree wholeheartedly with the

Students' Union's attempt to

rework the Code ofConduct

Hadley: Hie student representa-

tives should defend the rights of the

students. White it is important that

die school protect its public image,
the imageshould notsupersede die

rights of the students. There is

already a legal system in place to

deal with thoughtless behaviour

Polls will be open on

September 27th, 28th, and 29th.

One seat on the Board of

Governors is open.

-(News)
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Not really exciting Bag o' Crime
MISCHIEF

1925 HRS MON 18 SEP 95

Person(s) unknown smashed the

parking lot sign in lot #13. No sus-

pects.

UNAUTHORIZEDSOLICITING

1810 HRS TUE 19 SEP 95

A non-university affiliated male was

warned regarding selling beauty

packages on campus without autho-

rization. NFA taken.

SUSPICIOUS PERSON

1970 HRS WED 20 SEP 95

A female WLU student reported that

an unidentified individual had stuck

his head under the bathroomstall in

the Central Teaching Building while

she occupied it. She reported that

the individual looked "conlused or

dazed". The area was checked with

negative results. The complainant

was not able to provide a descrip-

tion other than the perpetrator was

in the 18-26 year age group.

MISCHIEF

0139 HRS THU 21 SEP 95

An unidentified person activated the

fire alarm pull station in Bricker

Residence. No suspects.

THEFT UNDER $5000

2345 HRS THU 21 SEP 95

A WLU student was apprehended

outside the Turret when he attempt-

ed to leave with a dozen glasses and

without paying his bar bill. The mat-

ter has been forwarded to the DAC.

CAUSE DISTURBANCE BY

FIGHTING

0145 HRSFRI 22 SEP 95

Officers responded to a report of a

fight in progress in the area of Aird

Building. The combatants had dis-

persed.

THEFT UNDER $5000

0540 HRS FRI 22 SEP 95

A ROW swim team member report-

ed that his knapsack had been

stolen from the men's change room

in the Athletic Complex.

THEFT UNDER $5000

1635 HRS 23 SEP 95

A report was received that two indi-

viduals had removed a WLU Alumni

Banner from outside Alumni Hall. A

suspect vehicle has been identified

and the matteris being investigated.

THEFT UNDER $5000

0140 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

A non university affiliated male was

apprehended on Mid Campus Dr. in

possession of a wooden lawn chair

from the Dinning Hall quad.

Charges are pending.

THEFT UNDER $5000

1930 HRS SAT 23 SEP 95

-0150 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

Person(s) unknown stole a license

plate from a vehicle parked in lot

#1. Waterloo Regional Police have

been advised.

NON REPORTABLE MVA

0205 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

Officers investigated a minor motor-

vehicle accident in lot #1. Damage

was minimal.

MISCHIEF

0145 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

Person(s) unknownbroke one of the

gate arms in lot 20.

THEFT UNDER $5000

1900 HRS SAT 23 SEP 95

- 1100 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

Person(s) unknown forced open the

window of a vehicle parked in lot #3

and stole a set of golf clubs from the

vehicle. The matteris under investi-

gation.

THEFT UNDER $5000

2200 HRS SAT 23 SEP 95

- 1130 HRS SUN 24 SEP 95

Person(s) unknown stole the license

plate of a vehicle parked in lot 13.

Waterloo Regional Police have been

advised.

During the period of September

15-J8 several warnings & charges
for Liquor License Act violations

were issued.

(News)-
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OPINION

Editorial

Laurier works at being inconvenient
For a school that holds a business program whose first year students have a course called time management, I don't

understand what I see around me. It is almost the second month of school, and yet 1 am forced to work in a world of

drywall dust, paint fumes, and drills. I admit that the new StudentUnion Building is a work ofart, and theTurret and

Wilfs have taken on drastic changes. But to me, Laurier has become a university of inconvenience.

Accessibility is the first problem I have with this school. I try to get in to work at the Cord late at night and doors

that were open one day are locked the next. The stairwell by what used tobe the career services building seemed to

magically grow a snow fence blocking the entrance to the SUB. Terrific. So now, I travel around to the other side of

the building to be confronted with day old puke on the cement stairs. Apparently, someone else has found trying to

get in the school a dizzying experience also.

The move of the Registrar's office to 202 Regina is another example ofhow Laurier students have gotten the shaft.

Hundreds of first year students found themselves in a timetable they did not plan for, and have had to do a great deal

of shuffling. The walk to 202 Regina is now less perilous with the traffic lights across King Street, but at the same

time we have to admit that it's a pain in the rear. I had enough trouble figuring out the entrance to the building, and

the walk up two large flights of stairs hadme thinking, how would I do this in a wheelchair? What if I had a broken

leg, and had crutches? So 1 was told, oh, there's wheelchair accessability in the back of the building. That makes a ton

of sense. At the "front" of the building we are greeted by a "service" entrance and two flights of stairs, and at the

"back", an entrance that is not only aesthetically pleasing, but something that a person can actually get into. I'm no

architect, but if I had designed 202 Regina, I would have made the front of the building closest to the centre of cam-

pus. Alas, I'm only an english major.

I think to myself that we are undergoing a good deal of renovations, and that I should relax, walk the extra mile

and be late. At this point it is Tuesday morning and I head to my class in the library. Of course, although I only have to

travel to the second floor, the stairs are barracaded. I learn that there is cement falling from the top of the library, and

that someone is thinking of my own interests first. That's terrific, but now I have to travel up the stairs and down the

stairs just to go back up again.

At night, I worry about my safety. I'm at school quite late many nights a week, and often the walk home is a little

scary. Coming out of the SUB, there is only the weakestof lights. I feel like I have to race from 60 watt bulb to 60 watt

bulb for cover from the darkness. In frontof MacDonald House, by the stairs, a huge patch of darkness and shrub lies

waiting for a menace to hide. Now, if I'm not a criminal, and I can see these things howobvious are they to the less

desirable types? I think that just because this school is getting a fresh look, we shouldn't ignore the safety of Laurier

students. One night a guy jumped out of the construction area outside the food court, and followed me to the 7-

Eleven.

What is often forgotten is that there were many co-op students who paid just as much many to be here, and who

dealt with as many headaches and more all summer. They had no Wilfs, no Hirret, and constant construction.

Summer students would surely say that Laurier has improved a little. Surely I'm not the only one who asks them-

selves everyday, "How much longer will they be here?"

Despite what many people believe, I don'tlike being leered at by construction workers.

A trip to my friends' offices in WLUSU shows that Laurier's facelift has improved the school's image greatly. Who

cares that there is still a back hoeoutside the food court? Who cares thatA&W has yet to move in downstairs?

If I sound like I'm whining it's because I am. I personally interviewed a very condescending man from an architec-

tural firm last year who told me, "Well, you see, Melanie, we architects have what's called a plan. And we intend to

follow that plan and have the Students' Union Building doneby the beginning of September."

If architects and contractors have all these great plans, then how come they don'thave calendars?

Editorial by Melanie Seal, EntertainmentEditor

The opinions expressed in this editorialare those of the author, and do not necessarily reflect those of the CordStaff, the editorial

board or WilfridLaurier University StudentPublications.

Letters to the editor

You've been warned
Dear Editor,

Of all the movies I have ever seen, 1 have never left a

theatre with the feeling ofutter disbelief. I have never felt

the need to warn others. Whatever you do, DO NOT see

the film Showgirls. This is without a doubt one of the

worst, offensive, silly, disgusting shows I have ever

watched.

My complaints have nothing to do with political cor-

rectness or its excessive nudity. The dialogue is corny,

the acting is pathetic and the storyline is a complete

mess. Elizabeth Berkely is so bad I couldn't stop laugh-

ing. 1 could have accepted the story's stupidity but there

is a senseless rape scene that is so unnecessary and dis-

turbing that I actually felt embarrassed to be in the

movie theatre.

I am a big movie lover and I am just stunned at how

a piece of trash like this could have made it through the

Hollywood process. Whenever I waste eight dollars on a

bad movie I sort of kick myself. 1 feel disgusted that I

contributed eight bucks to this movie's profits. There is a

lot ofbuzz about this movie pushing the sexual limits but

the only thing it surpasses is its extremely poor taste.

Quite frankly, I shouldn't be surprised though. This

film was directed by Paul Verhoeven and written by Joe

Eszterhas, the same duo who created Basic Instinct. The

biggest shame is that this movie could have been good. It

received an NC-17 in the States so it was treading in

really untested waters for a big studio production and it

was coveting a topic that has not been done very well.

For all its nudity there is very little erotica and it feels

very impersonal.

If you really feel a need to watch something like this

you may as well rent a porno because you'll probably get

a better plot and a lot more nudity. All of the guys I saw

this with agree this is an absolute waste of two hours. It

astounds me that we came pretty close to seeing Seven

instead. Unbelievable.

Jason Paul

Miffed at Duo

Dear Editor,

Please forgive me if my sense of humour is not promi-

nently featured here, but...ln your September 13th issue

you print an exchange between '0. Rex', ostensibly solic-

iting advice concerning his attraction to his rommate's

mother, and the 'Dynamic Duo', who refer to the woman

as "a loose goose" with the explanation, "this womb, of

course, has beenused." Such redneck misogyny SUCKS-

BIGTME!

But wait a minute! It appears to be ascribed to Tanya

and Melanie! What is going on here? What year is it?

Are we on the same planet?

Dear Tanya, Dear Melanie, this betrays not only

undergraduate coarseness but...l don't wish to be

ungende...ignorance, literally. It's wrongheaded, I assure

you, and it's sad.

Merv Hopkins
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Without Feathers

meets the Man
CORD OPINION

AntonVolcansek

I sent Franz into the city to purchase

some clothes at the Amity Goodwill

shop on Queen Street. He crawled

over the window ledge eighteen

hours later somewhat haggard from

his pedestrian trek (I instructed him

to forgo public transit in the interests

of economy) but nevertheless

urbanely dressed in a new outfit.

"Mein Gott, Franz," I exclaimed,

"You didn't spend all my money on

that outfit, did you?"
Franz laughed and wheezed,

laughed and wheezed, then coughed

phlegm into a handkerchief. He

wore a Ralph Lauren Polo shirt

under an Oscar Delarenta suit jack-

et. His bow-tie was from the Orville

Redenbacher Classic collection (tres

chic!). His dark slacks conformed to

any occasion. And this sensible

ensemble was anchored by a pair of

Air Jordan sneakers. Although it

probably cost a fortune, I secretly

hoped he was wearing the clothes he

bought on my behalf.

"Nein, mein Herr," he croaked,

while wiping dry and adjusting his

monocle. "This wardrobe I pur-

chased with mein own earnings.

Your clothes are in the sack."

He turned to the fire escape and

hauled inside a green garbage bag

which containedmy garments.

"How much did you pay for your

outfit, Franz?" 1 inquired.
"About twelve dollars, Herr

Anton."

Upon hearing this total I eagerly

tore open the sack. Franz was

instructed to bring me back the best

set of clothing twenty dollars could

buy.

"What is this Franz?"

The premier selection appeared

to be some kind of purple and yellow

tiger-striped leggings with a draw-

string waistband.

"Those are pants, mein Herr."

"Pants?"

"Yes, mein Herr. You said you

wanted clothes that exuded strength.

Weight-lifters wear that particular

style."

I pulled out a sensible-looking

white shirt next. Trying it on, I

noticed the buttons lined up on the

wrongside.

"Franz, this is a woman'sshirt."

"Why do you say that, mein

Herr?"

"Look at thebuttons."

"Maybe so, mein Herr," he nod-

ded, "But you know as well as I do

that unisex is in vogue. Men's,

women's, it's all the same these

days."
"And the ruffles?" I said, pointing

to the collar and cuffs.

"Oh, I didn't notice the ruffles,

mein Herr."

"You didn't notice?" 112 said, wav-

ing my arms about. "Liberace didn't

wear ruffles this big, and you didn't

notice?"

Franz shrugged an apology.
The next garment was a coarse,

dark-green vest with the phrase
"THAnK You FOR POt SMokiNG"

embroidered on theback.

"Hemp is a most durable materi-

al, mein Herr."

This raiment was completed by a

yellow "Eat Me" labelled baseball

cap, a Western Mustangs T-shirt,

and two-sizes-too-large grey deck

shoes.

In this apparel I looked ridiculous

standing next to my suave-bedecked

manservant.

"Thanks for doing my shopping,

Franz," I said through gritted teeth.

"My pleasure, Herr Anton," he

smiled.

•••

With the provincial government

holding cabinet meetings in

Kitchener last week, I decided to

take advantage of this event to catch

up on old acquaintances.

In the months leading up to the

election, when I still had money, I

often sent a personal note to Mike

Harris along with a sizable cheque to

help the Tory cause. The response

was always swift and personally

signed, with the Premier offering his

friendship and appreciation for my

loyalty and support.

With the Tories out of the wilder-

ness and in power once again, I fig-

ured they don't need my money any

more and I wanted to ask Mike pri-

vately for some of it back.

The only clothing I had in the

closet that morning was the

wardrobe Franz bought me the day

before. He slipped out the window

earlier to do the laundry.

I rode the bus downtown in this

attire. To offset my self-conscious-

ness I wore a wide-brimmed straw

hat that someone left in the living

room.

To my surprise the bus stopped in

front of a restaurant where Mike

Harris himself was departing along

with A 1 Paladini, our transportation

minister. I rang the bell furiously so

the driver would know I wanted off

and I waved frantically to Mike to

garner his attention. A 1 Paladini saw

me, pointed and whispered some-

thing in Mike's ear while making a

throat-cutting signal with his hand.

"Mike! Mike!" I called out.

A 1 Paladini said, "I'm getting the

car," andwalked away while mutter-

ing "Freaking bus people...they

make me sick...stay home..."

I had Mike all to myself so I

quickly explained my situation while

he nodded and listened with wide

eyes in rapt attention.

When I was through he nodded

some more and said, "Hi, my name

is Ronald. Ronald Reagan."

I said, "Pardon?"

"My name is Ronald, Ronald

Reagan," he repeated, "life is like

a..." but before he could finish this

thought three men in dark glasses

exited the restaurant and surround-

ed the Premier.

"Who let him outside?" one of

them yelled.
"Get out of here, you pot-head,"

anothershouted at me.

"I was talking to Mike," I said.

"Where's Jenny?" the Premier

mumbled. "I miss my Jenny."

One of the handlers pulled out a

walkie-talkie and spoke into it, 'Tell

Centre we have the Gardener, I

repeat tell Centre we have the

Gardener. The Gardener is secure."

A set of cue-cards was thrust into

the Premier's hands. He shuffled

through them and said to me after

stopping at one, "Call my office or

send me a letter and we'll be able to

work out a solution for your particu-

lar concern." He shuffled some

more and said, "1 hear you and a lot

of other Ontarians hear what you're

saying. Get in touch with my office

and this matter can be resolved

shortly."

At this point A 1 Paladini arrived in

the back of a Cadillac with the win-

dow rolled down, shouting, "Its not a

limousine! It's not a limousine! Get

real people! It's an *88. Who drives

an '88 these days, huh?"

The handlers propelled Premier

Mike into the Caddy and waved it

away.

I rode home on the bus, secure in

the knowledge my money was as

good as returned. Politics is reward-

ing for those of us sophisticated

enough to play.

Wanting out of opt-out
JOHN SOLICH AND

KARYN MIEHI

Cord Opinion

1 find myself frustrated at having
been charged $84 without being

asked, for a service I did not need

Of course, I'm referring to the

Health-Care Package billed to

taurier students for the second con-

secutive year.

The university has no right to bill

students directly for such a service

without at least offering a choice

upfront. Furthermore, it has no

right to place the onus on the stu-

dents to acquire proof of coverage,

and go through the hassles of opting
out in order to get their money

refunded

Students shouldn't have to go

through die opt-out process in the

first place because it wastes time

and money. Students forgo interest,

the cost of phone calls, faxes, and

postage, their parents' time, and fee

cost of labour involved in processing

cheques and opt out applications.

I understand the university's

position of trying to protect students,

but really, they have no right to

interfere. Perhaps, a student is not

covered under a plan and therefore

cannot provide proof ofcoverage to

opt-out if they so desire. Some stu-

dents may not have coverage and

cannot afford to acquire such a ser-

vice; the way the opt-out process is

structured at Laurier does not allow

for them to have a choice in this

matter.

1 believe some form of Opt-In

process is needed. My suggestion is

to distribute a sheet that offers stu-

dents the choice to either accept or

reject the Health-Care package

prior to billing. It would acknowl-

edge student and save time

and money for students and the

administration. I hope this argu-

ment and suggestion will be taken

into consideration, and that next

year, an opt-in process will prove

less burdensome for ail involved.

-(Opinion)
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If you want to lose weight, tone up or improve yourendurancefor sports,

we are the only people to see. Staffedby university physical education
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Feedback to You printed my poem incorrectly.

■ mm Jamie Hill

Issue 5 l
How many productions of Tommy

The letter to the editor this week is are ther in Toronto? Melanie Seal

"J". saw a differentshow than I did.

Brad Ross Libbi Hood

COLOUR! COLOUR! COLOUR! I love Hire a text editor or invest in spell

it! check! Thank you.

Tim Silk Wendy Jackson

Paul, you are my hero.

Jeremy Kerr Aaron I lunter - Hmm, what a writer.

Definitely let Aaron interview Gordie

I want to hear about Libbi's sum- Johnson!

mer! Julie Barker

Cord Wood

Feedback to
The Cord should have a Horoscope

ICCIJP fi section!

IJJUv \j
Kristy MacDougall

So far, so good. Some excellent writ-

ers. 1 like Hard Cord

Dean Nichols Mike Schmidt

A change — great. Enough of Ezra! Can't we all just get!
John Peters along?

Chris Rutsey'
Whoever that guy who writes Hard

Cord is, is CRAZY. Great editorial this weekRobinson.

Chad Shaver Kelly Westlake

J

Feedback Booth

Thursdays in the Concourse

J B, I 8
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WLU Student Publications is seeking to fill

the volunteer position of

Systems
Administrator

The successful candidate will maintain, support and

train users on our Macintosh pre-press publishing

system.

Experience in any or all of: MacOS, Quark, Photoshop,

Illustrator and Microsoft Office would be an asset,

although not absolutely required.

Applications, job descriptions and more information

are available in the offices of Student Publications, on

the third floor of the Student Union Building.

Deadline: Friday 6 October, 1995 at 5:00 pm

Interviews: in the week to follow

11 jj rw WLU Student Publications

Third Floor, Student Union Building

Available at

nil €5*
llrlt11l|ltl&

its a long time tn

last call,
ijgiiiflffM »

More convenient than cash, you can make |||^gf:k
local and long distance calls with the new Bell §M&
QuickChange

A

Payphone pass. At 25 cents a fjp
call, you can make 40 local calls with the

$10 pass or 80 with the $20 pass. The Bell

QuickChange Payphone pass works on the V//
yellow cardreader payphones all over

| campus. Now last call is your call. j| J
-w—jH JH



INTERNATIONAL

On to St. Petersburg

KERRIE-LEE BROWN

Cord International

From die busy metros, expensive

nightclubs, cockroaches, and militia

men of Moscow, we ventured to the

cobble stoned streets, canals, bal-

lets, and borders of St.Petersburg
and Kiev in the Ukraine.

As promised, I am continuing my

recollections of the adventures that

the group of us from the faculties of

political science and history here at

Laurier and McMaster experienced

on our four week study at Moscow

State University this summer.

After a long and tiring eight hour

train ride on our way to

St.Petersburg, we were all glad to

reach the hotel and discover that

there was hot water-yes, hot water-

unlike in Moscow where we all suf-

fered for four weeks with nothing

but freezing cold water.

Unfortunately, our rooms still

had the typical Russian cockroaches

scattered in the toilet and sink and

our wonderful hot water was a real-

ly dark colour brown. But believe

me, we didn't care; we were just
ecstatic to have cozy warm showers

for a change!

St.Petersburg is really as beauti-

ful as the movies say
it is.

Numerous canals and rivers run

through the city like Venice, and the

traditional old buildings, monu-

ments and statues decorate each

street. It was nice to have a fairly

thorough bus tour around the city to

view most of the sights.

The Czar's Winter Palace in the

heart of the city proved to be one of

the most impressive buildings thus

far. The Hermitage or the museum

inside was illuminated with gold

trimming and elaborate chandeliers

covered the ceilings of the large ball-

rooms where the Czars use to dine.

St.lsaacs Cathedraland the Peter

and Paul Fortress, - where Peter

The Great and Alexandra II are

buried - was situated on the water-

front, and were crowded with many

tourists like us. Visiting such histori-

cal places and actually being able to

say that you've been there, seen

there, and done that, is a pretty

amazing feeling!

Much to our surprise we were

also able to attend two perfor-

mances of the St.Petersburg Ballet

at the Pushkin Theatre. Blessed with

great seats, we saw the ever-popu-

lar 'Don Quioxte' and opening night

of'Swan Lake'.

The Summer Palace was an

extraordinary mansion with

incredible gardens
,

fountains and

statues leading out into the Gulf of

Finland. I think I speak for every-

one when I say the grounds were

even more beautiful then you could

imagine. And to think that one

family at a time use to live there!

Regrettably, being in

St. Petersburg for only a couple of

days was not nearly enough time

considering all of the sights that we

did not even see. My advice for any

future travellers would be to spend

at least one month in this city

alone. Unfortunately, we were

always reminded that we had no

time to spare by our tour guide

who always seemed to be shipping

us somewhere new.

It was sad to not have spent the

time we wanted at these places,

especially when it may be the one

and only time that most of us will

ever be in St.Petersburg. I would

actually suggest that for next years

trip those visiting stay longer than

we did.

How could you resist the free

vodka shots given out in the sou-

venir shops and the Native-

American singer, from Sweden,

singing the "blues", in a Russian

hotel bar?

Our last weekend before coming

home was spent in Kiev, Ukraine

which took fifteen hours to reach on

a train. The train ride was interest-

ing as the militia men or guards

patrolled all of the cars constantly

and were quite strict (to say the

least) when it came to checking our

visas and passports at the Ukrainian

border at 3:00 in the morning.

As soon as we arrived, we all fell

in love with Kiev. Guess what? Hot

water which wasn't brown! Lots of

casinos and bars in the hotels and

lots ofsights to see as usual.

For example, as part of our cul-

tural program, we attended a cere-

monial service at St.Andrew's

Cathedral where the Orthodox reli-

gion is practiced.

With the many cobblestone

streets, quaint shops, cafes, and

sandy beaches, many of us decided

we could live there (or at least stay

there for the rest of our trip instead

of going back to Moscow). This is

where we tried the traditional meal

"borscht" (a Russian beet soup

eaten hot or cold).

Throughout our trip we had

some pretty funny things happen

while (ravelling by bus. First of all,

one of our bus drivers got pulled

over for speeding (go figure) and in

Kiev, our bus could not make it up a

hill. How's that for typical Russian

transportation?

The Mother Motherland Statue

was also very impressive, and the

'caves' under the mausoleum were

cool to explore (although eery if your

candleblew out like mine did!)

Our trip back was interesting.

We got stopped at the border

because the custom officials thought

there was something wrong with

one of our passports. Kind of scaiy

And, although it may have been a

tremendous adventure, I really don't

think that any of us would have

liked to experience a couple of days

in a Russian prison.

Needless to say, our excursions

to St.Petersburg and Kiev were

short-lived but well remembered.

And 1 know that they were both

great additions to our study of the

cultural and historical Russian way

of life.

1 also think that it is imperative

to actually see places and experi-

ence things in unknown countries in

order to really learn something

about them. Because the best

learning is done in the big classroom

of 'life', or in our case, living and

surviving in Russia and tire Urkaine.

And the best lesson that can not be

taught is and always will be person-

al experience.

In other words, "Just Do It".

PICTURE:

KERRIE-LEE
BROWN

The scenery in Kiev, Ukraine was just as impressive as in Moscow, but Kiev actually had hot,

appropriately coloured water.

Around
the
World

-the brain of Jeffrey Dahmer is tobe

preserved for scicnce. said his moth-

er in a recent news release, The rest

of the body of die serial killer will be

cremated, with only his brain to be

kept intact, which will be given to

research, A medical examiner has

had custody of the body since

Dahmer was bludgeoned to death

last November by a fellow prisoner
in a Milwaukee jail. Sources say

Dahmers parents chose to have the

body cremated toavoid paying stor-

age fees

-FSrtmg for lesbians was the name

of a special workshop lhat grabbed
the attention of US Senator Jesse

Helms. The workshop was held in

Beijing during the UN Women's

Conference, and Helms expressed

grave doubts as to the connection

between the women's rights, wfclch

the conference was designed to

addressed tinting techniques for

lesbians. UN office later declared

that the seminar was notoffered as

part of the actual conference, but

was offered at a separate gathering
of women Irom nongovernmental
organizations

~A man sleeping in * garbage bin

narrowly escaped death in. Florida

recen% He wentthrough a garbage
truck's compactor, and was nearly
burned in an incinerator when

workers at the faeffily discovered a

pair of hands sticking out of the

trash. The man, who had no identi-

fication on him at the time of the

incident, got away with only scrapes

and bruises

_fhe Iraqi government has declared

thai itwill invite 20.000 foreign oSi-

cials arid journal-
ists to monitor

their October ref-

erendum on the

leadership of

Saddam Hussein.

Saddam came to

power in 1979,

since which there

have been no

presidential elec-

tions. The

October 15 refer-

endum Is to

affirm his presi-

dency for a fur-

therseven years

«t*«i One of C*ar

Nicholas tfs uncles was recently

reburied in the Novospassky
monastery alongside other mem-

bers of the Bomanov family. The

remains ot Grand Duke Sergei
Romanov, governor of Moscow till

his murder in 190S
k

had been dis-

covered underneath a Kremlin

jpaddng lot Ufe'sete the scene for

the expected reburial of {lie Russian

imperial murdered In 1918,

whose bones were found in 1991

and were positively identified by US

and Russian experts

...Controversial author Salman

Rushdie continues to write and con-

tinues to anger people. His latest

book, "The Moor's Last Sigh", has

upset Hindu nationalists io Bombay
India, "The Satanic Verses",

released seven years ago, prompted
Iran to Issue a death order for

Rushdie. The British author has

been In hiding since I<JS<B

-Researchers in the United States

have discovered a possible connec-

tion between temporary blindness

and sex. Affording to a recentstudy,

healthy patients who suddenly lost

their eyesight for no apparent rea-

son all admitted to having had sex

shortly before going blind. Rigorous
sexual activity more than likely
caused them to rupture blood ves-

sels in their eyes

or tear tlieir reti-

nas

...Top secret

marine codes

have been stolen

by French com-

puter hackers.

These codes

enable the identi-

fication and loca-

tion ofFrench and

allied naval ships
and nuclear sub-

marines. Thetheft

took place in eariy

July at French

naval headquar-

ters io Toulon, President Jacques
Chirac has ordered a fiil investiga-

tion, unconfirmed reports say

_Tyrannosaurus Rex is no longer the

biggest dinosaur. A partial skeleton

of what may well be the biggest

meat-eating dtoosaur ever was dis-

covered in Argentina recently. Hie

Giganotosaurus is estimated to have

been 12.5-13 metres long and

weighing about 6-8 tonnes. It

roamed the grasslands of Argentina
about 100 million years ago, 30 mil-

lion years Wore the T-Rex

-.An American teen has escaped

prosecution in Oklahoma because

lie is protected by tree speech rights,

'the teenager used a US flag to wipe

oil off his car's dipstick, and in

Oklahoma, desecration of the flag

was made a felony in 1971. The US

Supreme Court has ruled, however,

that such law's impede Americans'

rights to free expression

...Rioting erupted in downtown

Zurich over the weekend when

anarchists tried to disrupt a rally of

10 000 right-wing Swiss who

oppose Joining the European Union,

fttot police used water cannon, tear-

gas and rubber bullets to disperse
the 300radicals, who smashed up

shop windows and damaged cars In

the fashionable downtown district

_A school board in limots is decid-

ing whether to allow teachers to

continue using Chaucer's

"Canterbury Tales" in the class-

room, Parents and students com-

plained to the board about some of

the racier portions of the 14th cen-

tury masterpiece, and the book is

now off-limits until the matter can

beresolved. I .
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AIDS still casts

shadow over land

Single heart touches many souls
JAMIE W.L HILL

Cord Features

It's been over a decade sinceAIDSand the HIV

Virus became an internationally recognized con-

cern. Since that time there have been a greatdeal

ofchanges, both medically and socially in the battle

against this devastating disease.

The purpose of life is found in the struggle.

Victory and defeat are in the hands of God.

Let us, therefore, celebrate the struggle.

living with HIV is a struggle. There are

days when I get so depressed that life seems

worthless. Then there are days, even if it's

raining, when the sun is out and the skies are

an endless blue. These are the days whenlife

has worth, when I can see some purpose to

the challenges I face. These make the bad

days bearable. I would like to share with you

my pain; the agonizing question of why me,

the frightful thought of developing AIDS and

the deep loneliness which inhabits my soul.

But I'd also like to share the thrill and ecstasy
of life; the beauty of a flower, the love in a

smile and the hope ofthe sunrise.

Many of us are afraid to open up. We've

been hurt in the past and we fear that pain

returning. But the secret to healing lies in the

very activity that wounded us. It lies in open-

ing up to love. When we open our minds and

our hearts to the wonders and beauties before

us, a transformation takes place. A rebirth, of

sorts.

Appropriately, the National Walk for AIDS

is held in the fall when the trees are bursting

with colours and the harvest is ready. To

some, fall is a season of dying. Summer has

slipped away and winter is whipping in with a

blast of cold air. But to me, autumn is an

opportunity for growth. As the leaves turn to

red and orange and yellow, we can change

our attitudes and personality traits, dull and

bland, to more vibrant and colourful qualities.
We can put to rest the old self and allow for

rebirth. Afterall, isn't that what fall is all

about?

When struggling with a disease that

threatens to end in death, we must remember

that new life can only follow death. And it

invariably does. Thus is the cycle of life.

I invite you to open your heart and listen,

listen for the wind and the sunshine. listen

for the harmonies of naturethat sing to you in

melodies rich in overtones. And when your

world falls apart, maybe it's time to change

things anyway.

Many a night I spend at home, wondering

and watching movies that tug at my heart-

strings. Wondering what God's purpose must

have been when He decided to give me an

infected blood transfusion mid what it must be

now. Howcan I use this to help others? What

if I run out of strength? What if I want to do

something else. Why me? I'm not prepared
to handle being HIV positive and all the impli-

cations that entails-financial, social, psycho-

logical, emotional. Why me? I felt so alienat-

ed, so utterly alone. I wished I was dead.

Lacking love and laughter, lacking hope and

peace

I cannot live with others. My life, it has to

cease.

One last breath I swallow. One last wordI

make.

I let the darkness hideme. My life, I let it

take.

With anger mounting, I remember yelling and

screaming and crying. I was mad at the

world, at life. But at least I was alive. And I

was feeling. Worse than physical death, I

think, is emotional death; when the pain is so

strong and the world so cold that you go

numb. And feeling is the first step to healing.

The more I felt, the worse off I became. Or at

least I thought so. The thought of dying a

death so painful and undignified was bitter.

And the uncertainty just magnified my horror.

I had a life to live, dreams torealize, people to

love. I don't want to die. Not now and not this

way.

Miles and miles ofarid land,

covered now byslinging sand.

All is lifeless and stilL But I

Give allI have tostay alive.

A few years ago I lost a friend to AIDS. He

was only 19. To see someone die of the same

disease I had scared me. It scared me a lot.

Pictures of empty hospital rooms and count-

less tubes and monitors filled my mind. Once

again I felt alone in the empty vastness of life. I

wanted to die. I wept for hours that night.

Again there's not a movement.

Silence is all I hear.

On I walk, into the night.
lb the doorof death, Ifear.

Looking back I think it was good preparation.

Today I watch movies likePhiladelphia or The

Ryan White Story and I smile. I smile through

my tears, but I smile nonetheless. I grab the

hand ofmy friend and squeeze. I put my head

on their shoulder and whisper "Please love

me when I'm—then I smile.

I smile because I realize that my hospital

room will never be empty. I smile because I

am here, now, with someone I care very much

about and I'm not dying. I'm very much

alive—both physically and emotionally.
From that point on, I started living for the

moment I found joy in the small things and

little cause for concern. Afterall, God has a

plan which includes me and He would never

leave us alone. Take the flower, alone they can

brighten a gloomy day. In great numbers they

transform the canvas hillside into a collage of

colour, a mosaic of love. I love flowers. When

the whole world is buried in trouble, the

flower grows. For it feeds in the dark soil,

spreading a little cheer amid none.

Love is like aflower.

In griefand deepest pain

Itfinds a way toflourish

likeflowers in the rain.

Flowers always bring a smile to my face. So

does a hug, or a kind word. It is in these

things that love is found. It never seems to

matter how deep my pain goes, when love

touches me there suddenly seems to be only
joy.

A smilesays, 'How areya"or "It's nice to see

youagain"

7know what you arefeeling"or 7 care for

you, my friend".
A smilesays, "thanksfor caring" orsome-

times, "I was wrong".

But always a smile says laughter and love is

always its song.

What a great gift! To know no matter what,

love can save the day. like the sunrise symbol-

izing the birth of a whole new day with

untapped potential and free from worries.

What hope! In the darkest recesses of my soul

lies my pain and then there was dawn.

Suddenly, life abounds in light and joy and

breathing becomes an exhilarating experi-

ence.

Like the sun wich broughtforth day

And happiness and song,

The grave ofgriefshall bringforth life

More true and twice as strong.

I still have my days whenclouds cover the sun

and the shadows ofmy fears run rampant in

my mind, but so long as I have my flowers,

your smiles, our hope, night is not eternal.

When we stop believing that we are two, the

diseased and the healthy, the rich and the

poor, the helper and the helpless; the sooner

we begin to see that we are one, one healing

soul, one gift, one act of kindness; the better

we'll fill be.

We all have the capacity to move moun-

tains. We all have the ability to love. With love

comes self-worth, confidence and faith. Faith

is the same as fear—a belief in some future

event.

The only difference is that faith believes in

a good result while fear assumes the bad.

How easy it should be to turn fear into faith.

And without fear, there is no limit to our

strength and love.

Unite with me in love and let us share our

burdens and our joys. Let us abolish fear and

heal each other's wounds. Let us learn to trust

and risk ourselves once again. The alternative

is Weak and the reward is unbelievable!

My thoughts ofyou remind me ofall thats

good in Hfe.
No matterwhat the season, in laughter or in

strife.
Just the thoughtofyoumyfriend brings such

joy andmirth

As thoughI had, all at once, the beautiesof

this earth.
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A decade of

change
PETE ROBINSON

Cord features

As society heads into the second half

of the nineties, it marks the second

decade that the world has been

forced to deal with the reality of

AIDS.

Fresh from the sexual freedom

associated with the 70's AIDS hit the

social landscape with a vengeance.

Originally brushed aside as a mys-

tery virus that killed homosexual

men, ten years later AIDS ominous

presence has forced changes in sex-

ual and social behavior that are

beginning to take a serious hold.

Among the gay community,

where AIDS is now the leading killer

ofhomosexual men, a decadelater it

appears as though sexual activity is

now starting to make a "comeback"

of sorts. A recent feature in the

Toronto Star showed that sexual

practice by gay men is now starting

to reach the level that it was when

AIDS forced drastic changes to

homosexual men's lives.

Massive campaigns aimed at

encouraging the use of condoms for

safety purposes appear to have

taken a permanent hold. Condoms

are as common of sight as drinks

and food at gay clubs. Furthermore,

gay bath houses are starting to

return to Toronto after police crack-

downs and the emergence of AIDS

put an end to them in the late 70's.

This awareness has had a signifi-

cant trickle down effect in the

straight community as well. Condom

dispensers are now in mostbars and

tavern washrooms in the country

and in some cases have taken hold

Fresh from

the sexual

freedom

associated

with the 70*5

AIDS hit the

social land-

scape with a

vengeance.

in some high schools as well. The

awareness level has reached such

levels that it is commonplace to hear

condom advertising during prime

time hours on TV.

Of course this has come at a huge

cost in human life especially in the

gay community. Over 7, 000

Canadians have died fi-om AIDS and

there are another 3108 known cases

among living Canadians. 'I"he num-

bers in the U.S. are over 13 times

that. "There are times now that I

have received word that a friendhas

died and just carried on with my

routine as if it was commonplace,"

said a homosexual man interviewed

for the Star feature.

There is still bitterness among

many victims and victim rights

groups that the government acted

far too late. They argue that some-

thing should have been done when

AIDS and HIV first started to appear

in the early and mid-80's. Most

heightened-awareness activities

didn't take place until years after

AIDS took it's first victims.

Many victims complain that there

are not sufficient facilities to deal

with the both the physical and emo-

tional impact of AIDS and HTV. That

is starting to improve somewhat with

the increased funding by the federal

government and many private chari-

ty campaigns that have come to be

in the 1990'5. Sunday's WALK FOR

AIDS is a textbook example of such

events.

Despite all of the recent efforts to

try and deal with the reality of AIDS,

the ultimate goal that everyone is

hoping for is that a cure will be

foundfor theelusive killer. With all of

the effort of late no significant

progress has been made to date.

Until that goal is achieved society will

have to deal with a disease that con-

tinues to strike at the heart.

A step that makes a difference
ANN HUSKINSON

Cord Features

It takes more than condoms to fight

AIDS... it takes your acceptance and

understanding. Got your attention?

Good. Right now, you may be think-

ing, Oh no, not another AIDS arti-

cle... But let s face the music folks.

AIDS is not a problem that can or

will disappear overnight; simply

closing our eyes or covering our

ears is not going to make everything

better. The thing that we really need

to do is take control of this problem,

and thekey to this is education.

People need to hear the truth

about AIDS, mostly concerning con-

traction and prevention. What bet-

ter place to educate than at a post-

secondary institution of learning
such as Laurier. We need to rid our-

selves and our society of the fear,

ignorance, and misconceptions sur-

rounding AIDS. Not everyone who

contracts AIDS is a homosexual; not

everyone who contracts AIDS is a

junkie. There are a lot of individuals

out there suffering from AIDS who

fit into neither of these categories,
but fear alienation from a cold and

often uncaring, stereotypical society.

Unfortunately, those witii AIDS who

do fit into either of these categories
will also face alienation, most likely
to a worse degree due to both their

lifestyle and their disease. Many of

us would like to forget that this
dreaded disease even exists; we

want to throw it in the closet, sweep

it under the rug, do anything to get it

out of the way. The majority of peo-

ple wait until either themselves or

someone they know is affected by

AIDS before they speak up; before

they join the crudade against AIDS.

By then, however, sometimes it's

too late the damage has already

beendone.

If you want to get involved, if you

want to do something now instead

of later, we've got the event for you.

This Sunday, October Ist, the AIDS

Committee of Cambridge, Kitchener,

Waterloo, and Area (ACCKWA), is

holding its 3rd annual WALK FOR

AIDS. The 10 kilometre Walk starts

and finishes at Victoria Park in

Kitchener. Registration begins at 11

a.m. on the day of the Walk, with the

opening ceremonies beginning at 12

noon. Last year, over 400 walkers

raised $35,000. This year, ACCKWA

is hoping for a turnout exceeding

800, and has set their target goal at

$60,000. All monies reused will go

towards ACCWA's AIDS education,

advocacy and support programs.

Participants in this year's Walk will

not be trotting strolling alone the

Waterloo Region is only one of 40

communities coast to coast whowill

be involved in the WALK FOR AIDS

this Sunday, launching AIDS

Awareness Week (October 2-8).

Highschool students are even

getting in on the action; many have

formed Walk teams, and are chal-

lenging each other to compete for

pledges. It is inspiring to see such

responsibility and compassion in

today s youth. Let s show our com-

munity that we, the young adults

(and older adults as well), of today

care about our futures and the

human race.

The WALK FOR AIDS is a great

way to strut your true colours. Hey,

you may even shed some pounds
and win some great prizes in the

process. Let's celebrate life and pro-
mote the health and awareness of

our generation and generations to

come. So drag those smelly sneak-

ers out of the closet and trot your

way to a happy, healthy, educated

future. For more information about

the WALK FOR AIDS or ACCKWA,

call 570 3687, or drop by the office
,

located at 123 Duke St. East (the

office is wheelchair accessible).

The 3rd Annual

Walk for AIDS is

Sunday, October 1 st

-(Feature)
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J?ver Wonder What's Under Our Caps??
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The N0.64 is thepage numberfrom which the HPFP The No. 95 is the number ofcalories

receipe was takenfor Sleeman Cream Ale. This UYAA in each bottleofour SleemanPremium Light,

rcceipe book was passed down toJohn Sleeman iimi i one ofthe lowest calorie beers on the market,

from his greal-great grandfather. W LiL Li

WATER

"GUELPH'S DEEP WELLWATER"

is what makesSleeman Silver CreekLager

the awardwinning brew that it is today.

.
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6
We would like to put something unique and Sleeman under the crown

ofour Original Dark Bottle...GOTANYIDEAS?

Ifyou do. please send us your suggestions. Ifyou have the right idea you will win a

Suede SleemanJacket.
Please send your ideas with your Name, Address, Phone # andJacket size to:

Sleeman Brewing &Malting Co. Ltd.

551 Clair Rd., West Guelph, Ontario. NIH 6H9

Attn: Creative Department

Tel: 519-822-1834 Fax: 519-822-0430 1-800-BOITLES

nHovHaaMnHMMaHia all NaturalSLEEMAN... Clearly, notjust any old Beer.
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SPORTS

Defense averts barnyard disaster

PETE ROBINSON

Cord Sports

The defense turned an offensive

comedy of errors into a

Homecoming victory Saturday as

the Golden Hawks beat Guelph 17-

7.

Laurier turned the ball over

eight times but luckily the Gryphon

offense was even worse, failing to

score a single point on their two

trips inside the Laurier five yard-
line. With the win Laurier ups its

record to 3-0, while Guelph drops

to 0-3.

The tone was set early for

Laurier as they botched the open-

ing kickoff and Guelph recovered at

the 11 yard line. The Aggies were

only able to muster a Krystian

Stringer field goal to take the early

lead.

The Golden Hawk quest for a 2-

1 record (i.e. a loss to the Gryphs)

continued on the next series when

Corey Grant fumbled a Gryphon

punt and Guelph recovered at the

Laurier four. Two plays later the

Hawks' Chris Redguard intercepted

a Ted Dyer pass in the endzone

snuffing out another Gryphon scor-

ing opportunity.

Quarterback Kevin McDonald

did his part to contribute to the

Keystone Kops routine when he

was intercepted by Guelph safety

Kyle Walters on the next posses-

sion. Dyer, who seemed to model

his behaviour more after Curly, of

Three Stooges fame, was unable to

move the ball either and the Gryphs

were forced to punt.

As if that wasn't enough, the

Hawks turned the ball over yet

again on a Peter Hwang fumble.

Stringer took advantage connecting
from 33 yards out putting Guelph

up 6-0 at the end of the first quar-

ter.

A quick check at Wills dispelled

any rumor that both offense's pre-

game warmup was held at the bar,

as it opened at 5:00 on Saturday.

However, anyone who watched the

first quarter horror show could be

easily excused for thinking this. The

funny part is, it didn't get much bet-

ter.

Yet another interception by

Guelph snuffed out a nice drive that

was developing after catches by

Andrew Scharschmidt and Andy

Bacon. McDonald rectified himself

somewhat later when

Scharschmidt made a nice grab in

the corner of the endzone to put

Laurier ahead 7-6.

It was a lead they would never

relinquish despite some more trying

moments. After a Tim O'Leary field

goal made the score 10-6 at the

half, the Hawks registered the first

of three big plays that iced the victo-

ry. An 82 yard pass and run play to

Brad Bunn put the Gryphs on the

Laurier 15 yard line. Then, on third

down, the Guelph coaching staff

decided on a ill-fated third down

gamble

that turned disastrous when Rob

Popkey fumbled. Rob Symons

recovered and the i lawks lead held

at 10-6.

The second big play came mid-

way through the third quarter. Zach

Treanor caught a 40 yard pass set-

ting up a 43 yard field goal attempt.

On the snap Treanor took the bail

and scampered all the way into the

endzone for the major, making the

score 17-6.

As if they couldn't stand success,

Laurier gave up a 96 yard return

on the ensuing kickoff, when Kyle

Waiters took the ball to the Laurier

four. Three plays later Redguard

came up with the third huge play of

the half when he knocked down a

Dyer pass intended for Chris Eben

in the endzone.

A Stringer single rounded out

the scoring.

"No doubt we shot eight of our

toes off, but we had eight of twelve

guys at new positions," said Head

Coach Rick Zmich.

Zmich was very impressed with

his defense. "Obviously there were

things we're pleased with. We're

playing great defense."

For a look at next week's game

see the preview on the next page.

The injuries
SB Chris Smits, G Paul Dietrich, S

Rob Underbill, BB Chad Kennedy

remain out and with the exception

of Underhili, will likely be out for the

year. FB Mike Kahnert remains on

the sidelines pending testing to

determine whether he has mono,

WR Andrew Scharschmidt and G

Jason Vandale will likely return in

two weeks after suffering minor foot

injuries.

The athlete

CB Chris Redguard appears to have

finally found his niche in the Golden

Hawks lineup. The fifth-year

Mississauga native has found him-

self everywhere throughout the line-

up in the past five years. After

almost winning the stalling tailback

job in his rookie year, "Red" fell vic-

tim to the strong rookie perfor-

mance of Peter Hwang in 1992.

After languishing as a backup tail-

back on a team that rarely ran the

ball, Redguard asked to be switched

toDB. That move landed him on the

practice roster for his entire third

year before seeing spot duty last

year at both the corner and slot-

back

After shutting down two out-

standing receivers in Andre Batson

and Francis Etienne on successive

weeks to open the season,

Redguard was all over the field

Saturday. The highlight was his pre-

vention of two touchdowns by

breaking up passes in the endzone.

It appears as though Redguard is an

early choice to land a spot on the

OUAA all-star selection at CB.

The missed call

The play that set up the fake field, a

40 yard catch by Zach Treanor,

should never have happened. QB

Kevin McDonald rolled out on the

play and was flushed back across

the field by the Guelph rush. As he

released the ball, McDonald was

clearly ahead of the line of scrim-

mage. In fact, the linesman respon-

sible for marking the line of scrim-

mage, was openly campaigning the

official for a flag on the play. The

missed call combined with the fact

that Laurier still won despite com-

mitting eight turnovers, makes you

wonder whether there was a higher

being looking out for the Hawks on

Saturday.
Ifyou don'tbelieve in that sort of

thing, you're excused for thinking

that the "higher being" was the

presence of the 12 men on the

defensive side ofthe ball.

Around the league
The biggest news from OUAA foot-

ball on the weekend was that the

"streak" is over at 47. York won its

first game since Oct 1, 1988, when

they defeated Windsor 18-8 at then-

new stadium's inaugural game.

In other action Waterloo pulled

off an upset when they beat UofT

28-17. The result leaves both teams

at 1-2, meaning all four teams are

tied for fourth in the standings.

Western remains tied with Laurier

at 3-0 after thumping Mac 49-6.

Mac sits third with a 2-1 record and

Guelph is in the basement at 0-3.

Nick Banbury (73) and Gerry Smith (44) sack Gryphon QB Ted Dyer.

Hawks of the Week

Women: Celeste Burkitt, 3rd year, Oshawa

Celeste scored the winning goal in both Women's Soccer wins over the

weekend. Laurier beat Guelph 1-0 and Windsor 3-1, running their record

to 5-0.

Men: Zach Treanor, 3rd year, Guelph
Zach caught 5 passes for 126yards in addition to scoring on a 37 yard run

after a fake field goal attempt in a 17-7 win over Guelph on the weekend.

Treanor will be a key factor for the Football Hawks as they take on

Western Saturday in the battle for first place in the OUAA Football stand-

ings.
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Showdown for

#1 Saturday
PETE ROBINSON

Cord Sports

If OUAA Football were heavyweight boxing,

you get the feeling thatDon King's hair would

be a little straighter right now.

The last five years have shown that the

annual Western vs. Laurier match up could be

billed the "Fight of the Century." This year

should be no different. Both are 3-0 and

should cruise through the rest of the schedule

after this weekend. Saturday's contest in

London will likely decide first place and home

field advantage throughout the playofls.

"They're tough," said head coach Rick

Zmich. "We're going to have to be virtually

error free." Zmich's concern centers around

the fact that Western's defense returned most

of last year's starters and has looked good so

far this season.

Western is expected to try and take advan-

tage of Laurier s inexperience at quarterback.

Head Coach Larry Haylor, while certainly

impressed with the play of Kevin McDonald,

acknowledged this. "We've got to," said

Haylor, when asked if his defense planned to

put pressure on the Laurier quarterback.

"Young QB's make mistakes and we have to

try and take advantage of any situations."

An interesting battle Saturday should take

place when Western has the ball. Western's

offense has a quality group of receivers and

an experienced QB in Warren Goldie, but their

offensive line are all first year starters.

Thrown into the mix is the fact that RB Sean

Reade has had huge days against Laurier in

the past.

The Golden Hawk defense leads the league

in most defensive categories and the strength
of the unit is the defensive line. One player
that could hold the day for the Hawks is Gerry
Smith. The 240 pounder has shown remark-

able quickness this year. If he is able to pene-

trate the Western backfield Saturday, it could

neutralize the Western running game that

relies a lot on their offensive linemen's move-

ment.

It all makes for an interesting match up,

with the stronger of the two likely to win the

football game.

Offensively, Laurier is likely to try and get

Peter Hwang into action more. Both Zmich

and McDonald acknowledged that they should

have used him more last weekend against

Guelph. His explosive running in the backfield

gives Laurier the opportunity to mix up the

run and pass effectively.
With the game in London as part of

Western's Homecoming, Western has a decid-

ed advantage. The fact that Laurier has lost a

lot of experienced personnel from last year is

another significant advantage in Western's

favour.

All factors considered, Western has to be

the favourite heading into the weekend. If

Laurier can play turnover-free football on

offense, and bend-but-not break defense they
have a shot.

If not, it may be a long ride home from

London on Saturday.

Soccer women

lance Windsor

LIBBI HOOD

Cord Sports

The Women's Soccer Hawks soared to a 5-0

record this weekend with wins over both

Guelph and Windsor.

On Saturday the team travelled to Guelph
and came home with a 1-0 win over the

Gryphons. The score was not at all indicative of

the Hawks' play as they totally dominated the

Guelph team and created a number of chances

which didn'tresult in goals.

Laurier's lone goal was scored by Celeste

Burkitt in the second half of the game. Burkitt's

first tally of the year came off a beautiful cross

which she put in on the first touch.

Head Coach Barry MacLean was happy
with the team's overall play, pinpointing the

defense as having a particularly strong game.

Sunday's match against Windsor proved to

be less competitive for Laurier. The 3-1 win

was flattering for the Lancers, as five shots hit

the crossbar of Windsor's net.

Gigi Cignini opened the scoring for the

Hawks in the first half, and the score remained

1-0 until the second half, despite dominating

play by the entire Hawk squad.

Windsor tied the game on a Laurier miscue

at the beginning of the second half, but Celeste

Burkitt quickly answered with her second goal

of the season, and of the weekend, putting

Laurier ahead to stay. Camilla Vejvalka scored

the insurance for the Hawks.

Sunday s game was the team's "best perfor-

mance of the year," said MacLean. "We looked

sharper defensively, and with the ball," he said

of both games on the weekend, and was happy

with the play as a whole.

Teamcaptain Michelle Humann agreed that

the Hawks played well in both games, noting

that "the team plays a lot better on grass." With

a 5-0 record the team has to "focus on our

game and improve ourselves," said Humann, in

order to continue to win beyond their division

play.

One note of concern for the Hawks is the

loss of their goalkeeper in the middle of the sec-

ond half against Windsor. Rachel Zuidervliet

went out with a head injuiy, but didn't require
immediate medical attention. Backup keeper

Lidia Pawlikowski came in cold with the score

tied at one, and played well, holding the

Lancers to a single mark-

er. It is undetermined at

this point whether

Zuidervliet will be able to

start this weekend's

games against Western

and Brock.

-(Sports)
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Cord Staff

Meeting
2:30 fridays, Turret Be there.

[ TWIST 'N' HAUSEN J

OKTOBERFEST
It takes more than good food,good drink and

great music to create an unforgettable evening

of Oktoberfest. Plan to attend TwisTn Hausen

and discover why capacity crowds return each

year to our award winning festhalle.

CALL TODAY! ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

OFFICE HOURS MONDAY TO FRIDAY (CLOSED WEDNESDAY) 10:00 ~ 5:00

341 MARSLAND DRIVE WATERLOO 519 8 86- 77 30

MOBVar Mr VoiceAHOn-line

_ „

651-1921



Swimmers set to

splash onto scene

JIM DONNELLY

Cord Sports

In the spirit of last weekend's

Homecoming festivities, Laurier

swimmers from past and present

gathered together on Saturday in an

event that was designed to "try to

get in touch with swimming alumni,

and bring them up to dateon what's

happening within the program,"

according to coach Dean Boles.

It certainly wasn't the most

anticipated sporting event on cam-

pus last weekend, but the Golden

Hawks swimming team's first annu-

al alumni meet was definitely one of

the most enjoyable for both the par-

ticipants and observers.

The meet itself had a very infor-

mal atmosphere; when they weren't

clowning around with the coach or

with their fellow swimmers, the ath-

letes currently trying out for the

team were showing some remark-

able form in their practice races.

The always potent women's

team looked just as good as ever,

displaying some fine rookie talent in

Jennifer Parwicki and Kinsey

Wassmer, along with solid veterans

Carolyn Gilbert and Sue Miller. The

men's team looked strong as well,

headed by a number of seasoned

veteran swimmers such as David

Hare and Darrin Nikolaus. New

recruits Tom Fuke and Tom

Stelmach also looked very quick in

the water.

The meet was carefully
observed by the swimming alumni

that were on hand for the meet.

While the ex-swimmers didn't

exactly get their feet wet, they
showed remarkable enthusiasm

and support for the program.

Alumni included John Rehill

(donator of the team's "Rookie of

the Year" award), Deanna Lane,

Pete Stratford and Rob Carter.

Carter, who was the team MVP for

3 years before graduating in 1994,

said that the team was "looking

very solid, much more organized

than any other yearbecause of the

coaching staff and the support of

the alumni."

There are 26 women and 15

men trying out for the team, a

much higher number than previ-

ous years. Twenty positions are

available to the women, and all of

the men trying out will likely be

taken for the 12-meet season that

begins in mid-October.

PICTURE:
STERLING

LYNCH

Swimming Hawks prepare to dip into pool at Saturday's alumni

meet

(Sports)-
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Cord Sports Hockey Pool
Rules: The rules are simple, pick one player per category, except for defensemen,

whereyou pick two. The most points at the end of the season is the winner "Special"

categories, (ie: referees) have specific criteriafor point allotment (see bottom).

Husminus ratings will count for each entry, with each player's score eitheradded or

subtracted at the end of the year

One entry per student

****DeadlineOct 7 to feedback booth or Cord Offices******

Name: ED#

Category 1-Centers Category 2-Right Wingers

la S.Fedorov, Detroit 2a A Mogilny, Buflalo

lb. D. Gilmour, Toronto 2b. B.Hull, St. Louis

lc. W, Gretzky. LA 2c. M. Reechi, Montreal

Id. M. Lemiuex, Pittsbuigh 2d. J. Jagr, Pittsbuigh

le. E. Lindros, Pliilly 2e. T. Selanne, Winnipeg

Category 3-Defensemen(Choose 2)

3a. C. Chelios, Cliicago 3£ S. Stevens, New Jersey

3b. R. Bourque, Boston 3g. P. Housley, Calgary

3c. A Madnnis, St. Louis 3h. B. Leetch, N.Y. Rangers

3d. KHatcher, Dallas 3i. G.Suter, Cliicago

3e. P. Coffey. Detroit 3j. L Murphy, Toronto

Category 4-LWingers Category 5-Rookies

4a. B. Shanahan, Hartford sa. S. Koivu, Montreal

4b. L Robitaille, Pittsburgli sb. B. Holzinger, Buffalo

4c. J. LeClair, Pliilly sc. V. Kozlov, San Jose

4d. K. Stevens, Boston sd. M Lindgrin, Edmonton

4e. P. Bure, Vancouver se. J. O'Neill, Hartford

Category 6-Referees Category 7-Goons

6a. A Van Hellemond 7a S. McCarthy, Calgary

6b. T. Gnegson 7b. S. Grimson, Detroit

6c. K. Fraser 7c. T. Domi,Toronto

6d. D. Koliaiski 7d. S. Churla, Dallas

6e. R. Schick 7e. B. Probert, Cliicago

Category 7-WUdCard Category 8-Goalies

8a S. Zubov, N.Y. Rangers 9a. Montreal

Bb. D. Andreychuk, Toronto 9b. Toronto

Bc. A Cassels, Hartford 9c. St. Louis

Bd. S. Zubov, Winnipeg 9d. New Jersey

Be. J. Sakic, Denver 9e. NYR

Tiebreaker:The Leafc will scons
__

goals tliis year.
* Refc: 20 points for every public uproar or league reprimand that Referees land

themselves in.

** Goons: Goons will have one quarterof their penalty minutes added to their point

totaL

*** Wild CardPick one, point totals apply Hke other categories.
**** Goalies: Pick one team, ten points for each shutout by any goalie.

PRIZES-

FREE

Free to enter, free to win. Tons 'o great stuff.

The McGinnis Hockey Pool. You want it

MONITOR COMPANY

CONSULTANT POSITIONS

Available for Highly Qualified Wilfrid Laurier University
Undergraduate Students ofAllAcademic Disciplines

Monitor Company is a leading international strategy consulting firm based in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, with offices in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Hong

Kong, Johannesburg, Lisbon, London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Milan, New

York, Paris, Seoul, Tokyo and Toronto. We are seeking candidates with out-

standing academic records, strong interpersonal skills, and demonstrated

achievement in extra-curricular activities. Monitor's high-energy environment

provides an exceptional opportunity for continual learning and challenge. We

use leading-edge strategy concepts and a team-based, collaborative approach
to help Fortune 500 companies and their international equivalents formulate

and implement business strategy.

AN INFORMATION SESSION IS TO BE HELD ON

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,1995 5:30 - 7:00 P.M.

IN THE PAUL MARTIN CENTRE

Applications consisting of a covering letter, resume, and transcript are

due at the Career Services office by October 3rd, 1995, for interviews on

October 23rd and 24th.

For more information, please ask for our Job and Company Description at the

Career Services Office or contact Jennifer Lawetz at Monitor Company, The

Monitor Building, 152 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario MSA IJ3. Jennifer

may also be contacted by phone at (416) 941-9199 or by facsimile at (416)
941-9166.



Leafs stink out the Aud

JASON PAUL AND

ROB MCGOVERN

Cord Sports

After a disappointing postseason,

the Leafs are back stronger than

ever. Literally, Cliff Fletcher has

added a lot of muscle this year and

once again the team is full of new

faces.

Issue 1: New Additions. Qiffie

must have been having a bad day
when he pulled the trigger on the

Momesso-Ridley swap. Momesso is

a tough winger who can pot the odd

goal in the clutch but he has a ten-

dency to fall asleep around midsea-

son. If he tries this around big Pat

you can bet he'll be riding the pine.

On paper this is a bad trade but

what counts are the results on the

ice. Ridley was a good contributor

but with the one-two punch of

Gilmour and Sundin there isn't

enough ice time left.

Put it this way, the Leafs basically

got Sergio for Robbie Pearson,

enough said. Fletcher had a great

day when he stole Larry Murphy

from the Pens. Nobody is going to

miss the sloppiness of Dmitri

Mironov, especially Burns. The Leafs

now have one of the top five

defensemen in the game and gave

up one of the worst. The power play

looks as solid as ever.

Also picked up was promising

defenseman, Dmitri Yuskevich from

the Flyers. He's only 23 and has

already played three years in the

league. It wasn't a steal by any

means but look for him to blossom

into a tough and gritty anchor on D.

Issue 2: Training Camp. At the

recent exhibition game in Kitchener

the Leafs looked terrible, but there

is a bright light in the name of

Zdnek Nedved. A year out of junior,

this kid showed grit, some good

playmaking abilities and soft hands.

If there's one knock against him it's

his size, can he make it in this

league? Ask Theo Fleury.

Matt Martin... find him a spot

and let him play. He's got good size

and defensive awareness. He

reminds us of another player who

the Leafs should never have gotten

rid of, Sylvain Lefebrve. Kenny

Jonnson is amazing, he sees the ice

surface perfectly, has great hockey

sense and he has bulked up. You

can't appreciate his skills unless

you see him play live.

It's been written that Domi and

Bomber have the two enforcer

roles wrapped up but Warren

Rychel is really picking it up a notch.

He's protecting the stars, handing

out solid checks and even chipping

in good offensive plays. Are three

goons too many? We say there are

never enough.

Issue 3: Rejuvenation or the end?

Doug Gilmour has packed a lot

more muscle on his frame this year

and looks very serious about having

another outstanding year. He has

too much pride to let last year

repeat itself. On the other hand,

Mike Gartner looks like his days of

scoring thirty goals are over. He

never seemed to fit into Burns' sys-

tem and things aren't likely to

change this year.

Is there any spark left in Benoit

Hogue? Everyone thinks he's looked

great but are we talking about the

same player? He got third star at

the game last Wednesday, yet the

Leafs didn't score any goals and he

had very few scoring opportunities.

Dave Andreychuk had a respectable

but not spectacular season. He's

being paid like a champion so let's

see him score like one. Anything less

than 40 goals would be unaccept-

able.

Question Marks: Tkachuk for

Roenick? You got to be joking. Garth

Butcher? See ya. Why did the Wings

re-sign Vemon after he blew it in the

Cup finals? Now that Colorado is in

the Western Conference does that

mean those lousy Sharks won't

sneak into the playoffs anymore?

What's the new altitude going to do

to the former Nords? Is Mario going

to be the hero this year or the finan-

cial goat for the Pens downfall?Last

year it was the Blues uniforms, is it

going to be the Islanders this year?

Brutal. What is Mike Keenan think-

ing? Grant Fuhr and Jon Casey over

Cujo? How many points is the

Vancouver centre going to get with

Mogilny and Bure on the wings?

What happened to the Kings?

Pro tip of the Week: Air out your

equipment after the game to avoid

mildew problems.

PICTURE:

JASONPAUL

Leaf Matt Sundin (13) stayed awake long enough for Jason to take this picture. The rest of his team

snored their way to a 3-0 loss in Kitchener recently.

NFLzzz... Boring
Hawk
Shots

PETE ROBINSON

Cord Sports

I wavered on this point for a long time, but

over the weekend I realized once and for all

that the NFL is a boring league.
I came to this conclusion after realizing

that if I wasn't able to watch any of the glitzy

pre-game, half-time or post-game shows that I

would fall asleep during most of the telecast.

Granted some of my disinterest is born out of

the fact that I'm losing my attachment to my

favourite team. It shall remain nameless in

order to save myself theembarrassment.

There can be no denying the fact that

there are super-human athletes in the league,
in fact most teams have several on their ros-

ter. However a combination of the rules, bor-

ing game plans and the field size prevents

there from being any sustained excitement.

That begs the question then, has it always
been like that? Good Question. Maybe it has

and the hype is always what attracts huge
crowds and TV audiences. Perhaps the great

athleticism is so widespread that the great

players are kinda canceling out each others

great performances.

I have a feeling that the most likely answer

is that I'm half blind and half drunk. In any

event I still maintain that the league is not

nearly as exciting as the popularity it gener-

ates.

Around University Athletics: Anyone who

has watched OUAA football this season can

not help but notice

that the league is

not as strong as it

was last year.

Laurier and

Western appear to

be head and shoul-

ders above the rest

of the league, yet
neither have any-

where near the tal-

ent they had last

year. If true, that

would mean that

an OUAA team is

unlikely to qualify

for the Vanier Cup,

spelling possible financial disaster for the

Organizing Committee... Although it's played
in relative obscurity, the word around OWIAA

soccer circles is that Laurier's Women's team

is clearly the best team in the league. Sitting at

5-0 and still not firing on all cylinders would

seem to suggest that fact... Waterloo's Football

Coach Tuffy Knight has done some impressive

things in his coaching career, however most of

them were the better part of two decades ago.

Him sticking around to try and secure the four

more victories that would make him the all-

time coaching leader could be the worst thing
for Waterloo. His ancient coaching practices

are simply out-of-date; if they weren't,

Laurier's season probably would have ended

The word around

OWIAA is that

Lauriei's Women's

soccer team is
i J gi _

« |

clearly the best
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at the Skydome last year in the Yates Cup

semi-finals... Two hockey players who played

in the OUAA last year, Aaron Nagy of Western

and Ryan Savoia of Brock were released

recently by Anaheim and Pittsburgh respec-

tively. They have been given decent shots at

catching on with their farm teams and if they

do, should stay out of Wayne Gowing's night-

mares... His weekend fumbilitis aside, Hawks'

receiver Corey Grant

may be the most

impressive rookie to

play in the league in the

last ten years.

More shit:

Anothersign of the CFCs

impending doom, over

the weekend the Argos

game was on one of the

ten TVs thatwere in the

bar I was at. The other

nine were showing the

same game, including a

huge big screen. It used

to be that an Argos

game was bumped only

by the NFLs marquee matchups, this time the

Argos game gave way to a Rutgers-Penn State

game on TV. Not exactly a prime-time match-

up, but compared to the CFL nowadays, obvi-

ously more exciting... I used to believe that not

guilty and guilty were synonymous with

acquittal and conviction. Boy, has the OJ

Simpson fiasco showed how wrong 1 was.... I

wonder what will come first, a win by
Jacksonville or Carolina or the full completion
of the SUB? ...I can't buy the fact that the

Leafs will be better off when at least half of

Ken Baumgartner, Todd Warriner, Bill Berg,
Zdnek Nedved, Mike Hudson, Kent

Manderville, Paul DiPeitro and Benoit Hogue
will be in the lineup on opening night.

—(Sports)
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Jays' disaster year almost over
CONOR MCCREERY

Cord Sports

As perhaps the most disappointing

season in the history of the Jays

drags itself to its painful conclusion,

the Jays management is faced with

some tough questions. These ques-

tions are made all the more difficult

by the fact that the current owner

Interbrew SA. is looking to unload

the Jays, and the new owner will

presumably be looking to make a

profit. So the Jays will face the tight-

est budget constraints in franchise

history. The following questions will

haunt the Jays tliis off-season.

1. What to do with Roberto: Without

a doubt Robbie Alomar Ls one the

top 5 players in baseball today, but

the huge price tag that the Jays will

have to pay to get him could pre-

clude them from acquiring any

other real free agent help for the

next few years. Also, while Robbie is

perhaps the best clutch player in the

league, it has become painfully

apparent that with a struggling

squad like this years Jays, Robbie is

just not willing to put forth 100 per-

cent. Perhaps the Jays should let

Robbie go on his way, although

maybe they can afford him if they

cut some other dead wood, which

leads us t0...

2. Joe Carter, Paul Molitor, and John

Olerud: All three of these guys did

not earn their pay cheques this year.

The problem is all three have the

potential to do so next year. My gut

feeling says that Carter has entered

the down side of his career, and so

trading him would be a good thing.
Olerud also should be trade bait, he

just does not put up big enough HR,

and RBI numbers to justify his

salary (although trying to get any

sort of value for John may be tough).
Molitor is a class act, and with the

number of injuries he had this year

deserves another chance... if he

agrees to a significant pay cut.

3. Duane Ward, and Juan Guzman:

Let both of these guys test the free

agent market, and if the prices are

reasonable for a four game winner,

and a closer who hasn't saved a

game in nearly two years then the

Jays should put in a bid on both. If

the prices are inflated the Jays can

spend their cash elsewhere.

4. The starting rotation: The Jays

must sign A 1 Leiter, as he has shown

that he is finally living up to the

reviews that he began to receive

back in '87. Pat Hentgen's season

can hopefully be chalked up to "just

one of those years." However, the

final three spots look to be battled

over by Paul Menhart, Edwin

Hurtado, Jeff Ware, Woody

Williams, perhaps Giovanni Carrera,

and maybe another prospect or two

(or possibly Guzman). My money
will be on Menhart, Hurtado, and

Ware with Williams sticking around

in the bullpen.

Men's SocHawks

slip up on road

MATTHEW LAUDER

Cord Sports

Unlike the Football team, the Men's

Soccer team didn't have any luck

against the Guelph Gryphons over

the weekend. The Hawks Soccer

team followed their 1-0 loss to the

Aggies Saturday with a 1-5 tie

against Windsor Sunday.
The Hawks began strong against

a visibly intimidated home side on

Saturday. However the Gryphs

quickly regained their composure

arid defended well against a persis-

tent Laurier attack. Far the first 50

minutes the field was played from

end to end. Mike Johnston had a

chance early to score but failed to

chip the ball over the charging

keeper, mtesiHgto the right
The only goal of the game was

scored in the 36th minute, when

Guelph took advantage ofa napping
Laurier defense and scored on a

quick counterattack.

The Hawks tried to pull even,

but despite 16 comer kicks and 18

shots on goal, were unable to find

the hack ofthe net.

Sunday, Laurier traveled to

Windsor and played a strong match

against a physical Lancers side. The

Hawks drew first blood in tie 52nd

minute when a Mike Johnston kick

came off the crossbar and Jeremy
Baker headed it in.

Windsor evened the score in the

77th minute.

The remaining 15 minutes saw

the Hawks try and re-establish

offensive momentum.Laurier was

unable to score though, despite a

glorious opportunity by Steve

Antolric in fee waning moments of

the contest

The Hawks "deserved a better

fate m both games," said Coach

Barry Maclean. The defense has

allowed only 4 goals in 5 games, but

the team has trouble scoring,
despite great organization and work

ethic, said MacLean.

teuirier's record stands a 1-1-3

for six points. They are next in

action against Western on Saturday.
Game time is 5:00 at Betchel Park

(Sports)-
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BigSugar
Ear plugs
required

STERLING LYNCH

Cord Entertainment

Let me pose a question: If you had a choice, would you sub-

merge your body in a well of agitated and churning sound

that would slice, dice and julienne your vital organs; organs

you didn't know about and the organs you don't normally

expose in public, with Ronco-peel efficiency? Would you will-

ingly expose yourself to this aural assault or would you

rather sit at home and eat cornchips while masturbating to

the Jo-Jo Hotline infomercials? What if I said that the source

of this brutal orgy of sonic mayhem originated in the double-

stacked, triple-amped, blues soul of Gordie Johnson's guitar

and the ear bursting sound of Big Sugar? I would bet that

those coiruchips wouldn't look so tasty anymore.

On Saturday the 23rd, the Big Sugar sound machine

parked itself in the Volcano with its VI2 engine rumbling.
The band took the stage and held it. Big Sugar played with

all the finesse of a rabid dog attacking a small orphaned

child covered in steak sauce.

Big Sugar put together an impressive set that included

impromptu re-workings of their old tracks and convincing

performances of tunes off the new album due this week.

Stand out tunes included "Sugar in my Coffee" and the title

track off the new album, "Dear Mr. Fantasy." As always,

Gordie and his ;erew brought an energy and passion to the

music that matched the ear crunching decibels they pro-

duced. Gordie Johnson can squeeze more juice from his gui-

tar than my mama can from a lemon. The sound was pow-

erful, huge, and change-in-your-pocket-shaking loud.

Actually, now that the people around me no longer sound

like chipmunks and the ringing in my ears isn't quite as

piercing, I've got to ask myself, "Maybe it was too loud?"

Big Sugar live has always been hugely in your face, a

brainshaking spinal-fluid-draining experience. Even so, I

don't remember them being quite so loud. While Gordie's

guitar work was awe-inspiring and full of energy, the subtle-

ty of the music and his vocals were often lost in the mix, par-

ticularly if you got too close to the stage. The music was

incredible but not always in sync with the ringing that com-

menced early in their near two hour set that even now per-

sists.

This is not to say that I didn't thoroughly enjoy the show

and wouldn't recommend a Big Sugar gig to anyone or that

I'm not eagerly awaiting the new album, which is supposed

to be more reflective of the harder sound. However, I would

like to warn the uninitiated to bring a pair of earplugs and an

empty bladder or run the risk of a soaked pair ofundies and

a strange black fluid belching from their ears. Or in a perfect

world, Big Sugar will turn the amps down just a bit. I'm

young and I like it loud, but not that loud.

Pirri
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Gordie Johnson wails out

loudly on the guitar at the Volcano.

Nintendo'sbetterinstinct
MIKE VENCEL

AND CONOR MCCRSERY

Cord Entertainment

Came: Killer instinct

System: SNES

Company: Nintendo

Format: Cartridge (2 play-
ers)

Killer Instinct was the coin-op
that thrilled fighting fans this

past year, now it has been

released on the home system,
and seems to lose little in the

translation. Although it is only a

16-bit system, Nintendo has

pushed the SNES to the limit to

make this game. Hie character

sprites are large and well drawn

with each character having fully

animated fighting sequences.

The background graphics were

also very good with the exception

of one or two backgrounds that

looked like they were slapped

together at the last minute.

On to the meat and potatoes

of the game, the fighting. Killer

Instinct is a fighting game that is

easy to learn yet impossible to

master. Each character has a ton

of moves which will be familiar

to any avid fighting game fan.

There are also a series of special

combos which we found difficult

to perform. One last note the

sound and music is incredible

especially when the computer

chimes in with an Awesome or a

Super. In all Killer Instinct is a

cut above the other fighting

games for this system.

Conor: A (almost a+)

Mike: A+

Note: Microplay is hoisting a

Mortal Kombat 3 tournament on

Oct 14th-15th. Register at the

Microplay on 133 Weber St.

before Oct 7th, or call (519) 888-

7900f0r more details. RLE

PICTURE
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Wong Foo shock value high
He said bizarre, she said unforgettable

DEANNA NASCIMBEN

AND CONOR McCREERY

Cord Entertainment

To Wong Foo, Thanks for everything,
Julie Newmar is a movie starring

Patrick Swayze (Vida Boheme),

Wesley Snipes (Noxema) and John

Leguizarno (Chi Chi Rodriguez) as

three drag queens. Drag queens,

that is, who on their way to

Hollywood find themselves stranded

in small town America. The three

ladies.. uh„ gentleman., uh.. persons

soon overcome the locals' suspicions

bv using their feminine wiles to turn

the tovsn up side down (go girl!).

He said: Once you get past some

disturbing moments at the begin-

ning of the film To Wong F00... was

a pretty good movie, although 1 can

definitely see where it may weird

some people out.

She said: One word. Shocking!

He said: Of course remember she

comes from Milton, anything seems

shocking there.

She said: Okay, picture this! The

film opens with Swayze and Snipes

covering themselves from head to

toe with lipstick, perfume and some

tacky clothes. And if that weren't

enough, they proceed to parade

themselves at a drag queen

pageant!

He said: Like I said at the beginning

some people may feel uncomfort-

able, but that may be the effect the

director was hoping for. As far as

the acting goes, Swayze and

Leguizarno were solid, even out-

standing at times. However, I just

couldn't picture Snipes as a drag

queen. Compared to the other two

characters he seemed to be like a

fish out of water, especially the way

he moved. Swayze glided,

Leguizamo sashayed. Snipes kinda

plodded.

She said: Overall, To Wong Foo...

was very entertaining and funny.

The performances by Swayze and

Leguizamo were convincing, almost

too convincing.

He said: Yeah, Leguizamo had a set

of disturbingly shapely legs, or as

he(?) said himself "I've got more legs

than a bucket ofchicken."

She said: What the story lacks in

content, is more than made up for

by snappy wit and sassy chatter. The

addition of a series of subplots

sei-ves to further absorb the viewer,

as the drag queens contend with an

irate police officer, a wife beater and

others.

He said: I give it six and a halfsassy

snaps out often.

She said: To Wong Foo... gets seven

sassy snaps from me.

Swayze, Snipes and Leguizamo

are dressed to kill. RLE

PICTURE

X-Files: The truth is back
MIKE VENCEL

Cord Entertainment

For the past four months my life has

been missing something, I haven't

been able to figure out what it was

until last Friday night. That was the

day the X-Files started their new

season. I had anxiously been wait-

ing for this moment since last sea-

son's cMhanger ending and I wasn't

disappointed.

Like many X-Philes, I spent the

whole summer biting my fingernails

trying to figure out how the hell

Mulder could get out of that rail car

without looking like an overcooked

french fry. Many had come up with

theories and the net was abuzz with

rumours but nothing could quench

our thirst like the season's premiere

could.

"Spooky" Mulder is back and he

is alive and well, much to the delight

of the female fans but they never

did say how he got out of the rail

car. The episode was very good,

although there were just a few

problems 1 had with it. Mulder's

brush with the afterlife was just a

little too trendy for my taste and the

desert scenes just looked fake.

I realize that Canada doesn't

have deserts and I realize that they

used 40,000 gallons of paint to

make a Canadian quarry look like a

desert but I just wish that it had

looked a little more real.

After getting my gripes out of the

way I must say that I thoroughly

enjoyed the episode. It was wonder-

ful but like any good X-File episode

it created more questions than

answered. Who is the Consortium?

Is Scully out of the FBI for good?

What is Mulder's father involvement

in all this? When are we going to

find out whose side Skinner is on?

And finally what is on that DAT

tape? Hopefully all of these ques-

tions will be answered next week

but I have a feeling that they won't.

Remember "The Truth is Out

There" and for X-Philes the truth

can be found on Friday nights.

'Hackers' all surface

Computer cheesiness

CONOR MCCREERY

Cord Entertainment

Has TUesday I went to see the new

movie Hackers. 'Hackers' is about

six friends who also happen to be

experts on the computer. Dade

Murphy is our hero; at the age of 12,

Dade supposedly created and

released a virus that crashed 1507

systems in one day. Hie Sim opens

with the SWAT team crashing into

the Murphy's house and arresting

the young technoweenie. We then

flash six years into the future as

Dade and his Mother are moving to

New York (they had been living in

Seattle). Dade soon hooks up with

the other Hackers at an under-

ground club called Cyberphelia, and

they begin to challenge each other

to hack progressively more and

more difficult systems. One of our

Hacker friends ends up finding

something he's not supposed to(a la

Net), and the chase is on with the

authorities and the company from

which the infowas taken,

This all winds down into your
standard ending, the bad guys are

revealed and the Hackers go free.

having saved the free world.

Visually, Hackers is extremely

impressive. I wonder where these

kids get their clothes? Hiey look as

ifthey just came off of Queen street,

but with less piercings and more

Cyber-gear {One erf the Hackers has

a series of magnifying lens which he

flips on top of his sunglasses on

occasion). The soundtrack is also

pretty cool, especially if you like

hard-core techno.

One thing you will notice in this

movie is the incredible amount of

product placement; why Coke and

RoUerblade didn't simply run a pair

of ten minute ads at the end of the

movie 111 never know. This movie's

downfall (besides the paper-thin

plot) is the fact that it realty doesn't

convince you that these kids are

computer experts. Sure, they natter

on about RAM and carry lap-tops

everywhere, but so what, so do half

the kids at Laurier. Oh yeah:

'Hackers' also has a half hearted

ecological message. 'Hackers' fe fine

for a Tuesday night, but I think the

soundtrack will end up being the

better investment.

(Entertainment
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Shakespeare:
Stage to screen

Eloquence and sugar lips
TANYA VENTURA

Cord Entertainment

For the first instalment in the

T.V Video Picks Weekly Column, the

film I chose to showcase was Henry

V. Not only do I recommend this

film but I whole-heartedly suggest

you run out and rent it. Kenneth

Branagh's Oscar nominated adap-

tation ofWilliam Shakespeare's play

Henry V fulfilled my expectations. I

know what you're thinking, 'why

would I willingly subject myself to

watching an educational movie'.

The answer is simple my friends,

it's a damn good film. Henry V is

one of the best stage to screen

adaptations ofWilliam Shakespeare

I have ever had the pleasure of see-

ing.

Although Kennneth B.(we're on

first name basis) sticks to the origi-

nal thick Shakespearean language

the plot is not very difficult to under-

stand. The acting by Kennnethand

his supporting cast is fabulous, and

the cinematography and score is

moving to the very depths of my

soul (I'm really getting the hang of

these melodramatic speeches).

Speaking of speeches, is there any-

one more capable of bringing an

audience to its knees then trusty old

Shakespeare?

Henry V is jam packed with the

powerful monologues Shakespeare

is famous for, and when delivered

by Kenneth transport the audience

into a state of awe. Don't get me

wrong this play is not what you

would sterotypically call a 'chick

flick'. Oh no this is a multi-gender

winner folks. Why the battle scenes

alone could raise the testosterone

level of the most die hard action

lovers.

We few, the happy few who

have enjoyed this film are part of a

select group and I only hope I have

been able to increase it's member-

ship.

Henry V is available at the Centre

Spot Monday to Friday, 8 a.m.-11

p.m., Weekends 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

RLE
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dash of the weirdos
AARON HUNTER

Cord Entertainment

Fist of the North Star is ultra-violent.

'Fist of the North Star' is disgusting.

I'd call it a blight on the cartoon

landscape, but I really don't think

that I'd be getting across just how

cool it is to watch. In an admirable

display of cultural diversity, the

Princess Cinema has chosen to

showcase this and one other fea-

ture-length Japanese animated film

('Wicked Gty' begins this Friday).
Here's the bare bones: 'Fist' is

set in a post-apocalyptic world,

where survival is the first priority
and power is the only thing that

matters. This world is populated by

an exotic mix of good-guy mutant

freaks, bad-guy mutant freaks, and

helpless peasant-types just trying to

stay the hell out of the way. Where

does the conflict come from, you

say? Brother turned against broth-

er, a nasty love triangle, and the

clash of the weirdos all scrambling
to fill the vacuum left by civilization.

What you've got to realize is this:

when the principal characters are

all radiation-crazed martial-arts

experts just boiling over with

machismo, these issues are not

going to be resolved without car-

nage on a mammoth scale.

The sights: Visually, this movie is

a real treat. You can just tell that

the bulk of the production budget

went into making the brain rup-

tures and arterial burstings appear

as horrible (if not as realistic) as

possible. You've heard of 'stylized
violence'? Director Toyoo Ashida

wrote the book. It looks as if the

animators of Robotedi got together

with the matte artists from the old

Spiderman cartoon, took a lot of

speed and drank a lot of Jolt, and

then tried as hard as they could to

meet their blood quota. I won't try

to explain something that clearly

cannot be expressed in words; you

have to see this movie, and enjoy it

on a visceral level.

The sounds: "Meeeeeeeaah!"

'Fist of the North Star' is full of bat-

tle-cries, death-cries, and silly rock

music. It is also full of the most ter-

rible dialogue I've ever heard.

"Don't fight Raoh, Ken," pleads the

lovely Julia before the final con-

frontation, "think about the chil-

dren. Think about the future..."
There are countless examples. It's

okay, though, because laughing

one minute and wanting to throw

up the next minute is all part of this

film's distinctly Japanese charm.

By the time this paper comes

out. Fist of the North Star's brief run

will be over, and you'll just have to

go and rent it. The cyberpunk film-

noir Wicked City, however, plays

this Friday and Saturday at

11:10pm. Although these movies

are recommended for mature view-

ers only, I would advise you to

check your 'maturity' at the door.

This particular type of art form will

not tolerate much in the way of

serious analysis. It will prevent you

from enjoying the hilarious gore.

Japanimation Japan-arific.
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Oktoberfest Tickets

Wttslm
"^GARTEN

AT THE WATERLOO

RECREATION COMPLEX

Thursday, October 12

Student Night

Thursday Night -'/? Price Night
Ticket Price: $5-00

(Group of 20 or more $4.00)

For tickets, contact Waterloo Recreation Complex.
Sponsored by The Waterloo Rotary Club

1

If You've Ever fought A "CP", Check this Out:

Bringing You The Answer To All Your

CI? Storage Needs!!

Enter To Win:

A CP Carrying Case for 24 CPs

Plus: 5 RUSH CPs

Praw To Pe Held on Friday, October 13,1995

"

Enter Your Name Today In The Centre Spot



Dynamic Duo
Where to get your underwear and more

TANYA VENTURA

AND MELANIE SEAL

Cord Entertainment

Dear Dynamic Duo,

How many guys can a girl date in a

week before she is considered a slut?

Signed,
Social

Dear Social,

Let's see-there are seven days in a

week.right? You're really only a slut if

everyone else finds out. We think that

you can date as many guys as you

want in a week... but are you sleeping

with them? Perhaps sleeping with more

than one guy in a day may necessitate

a shower. Remember the age old

ride... "walk softly, and carry a bottle of

disinfectant." You could even work this

into the routine. You only have to worry

if they start leaving a twenty on the

bedside table. Although, everyone can

use a little bit of spending money

Dynamic Duo

Dear Dynamic Duo,

Are guys turned on by fancy under-

wear?

Signed,
Victoria S.

Dear Victoria SL,

After consulting our male expert, Pete

Robinson told us that "there's nothing

worse than finding the holy grail

shrouded in granny underwear. It

doesn't matter about the lace, it's the

cut." Well, thatpretty much sums it up.

So ladies, this doesn't mean that you

have to spend thousands of dollars at

La Senza, Kmart sounds just fine.

Cotton panties are okay, as long as they

are high cut.

Dynamic Duo

Dear Dynamic Duo,

I picked up this guy at homecoming,

and he turned out to be really nice.

After a night of amazing, lustful animal

sex, I found myself head over heels for

him. My problem is this. I found out

today that the guy is married. He not

only has a wife, but a kid too. I even

gave him a blow job. I feel so dirty.

Should I avoid the older WLU gang

from now on?

Signed,
Sucker

Dear Sucker,

Although many women have been

known to fall for a man with greying

temples, one must never forget that if

he's older, has a fancy car and a job
with P&G, he most likely has a

significant other. But just

because he's married, it doesn't

mean that you have to stay

away. He's not dead Now, the

blow job, that's another issue.

You don't have to blow long

andhard on the magic whistle

to make him want you. Think

about it, he's married. He

wants to sleep with you any-

way

Dynamic Duo

HARD

CORD

AARON HUNTER

Cord Entertainment

This week only:

a special 'nine-Hem'edition

T. Ifs Oh So Quief by Bjork.
She's such a cute little

dancing feti is.

2. The X-Files Convention,

Toronto, OctB.

In reality, a conspiracy

designed to gather all the

paranoid sissies into one

place, and gas them.

3. Crack-of-dawn garbage

pickup.

Enjoy, Brickcr residents.

Enjoy.

4. Alternative Fridays at the

Turret

Why go here when you can

listen to stupid Steve Milter

songs and pay twice as

much for beer at some

other bar?

5. The Mortal Kombat 'five

stage show'.

You can't even pretend that

this is a positive influence.

6. John Woo Wednesdays at

the princess.

1 hear those movies are

violent.

7. Charles Manson's new

album of folk songs.

Sample lyric (to the tuneof

"hirn Turn TUrn'): "For

everything there is a sea-

son: a time to maim, a time

tokill, a time to destroy all

living things.... Wow, I'm

realty crazy."

8. Magnum P.I.

lie makes that Higsns so

mad!

9. Linoleum flooring.
Excellent for sock dancing

(if you're into that sort of

thing).

(Entertainment}
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A
J. R. '* BILLIARDS INC.

321 Weber St. N., Waterloo (Lower Level)

Free Parking at Rear • Open 7 Days a Week

Now Licensed

725-1589

Why settle for macaroni
?
+j

everynight j
when now you can afford °

E

it for breakfast and !
T3

a;

lunch as well? }

%> !

o

4J

Q-
-3

Mmmm, all the carbohydrates you money you need when you need it. And you

can eat. But food isn't the only thing only pay interest on the amount used,

you need money for. There's tuition, Find out more. Go to a Bank of Montreal

books, rent, even toothpaste. That's branch for details, or check out our

why Bank of Montreal created the web site at http://www.bmo.com/

$5000* Student Line of Hey, now you can afford a fancy side

Credit. Unlike a traditional Bank loan, dish with your macaroni,

Brain Money™ means you can withdraw the like ketchup.
IT is POSSIBLE*



earcandy earcandy

Sugar
Besides

Rykodisk
From Bob Mould and company

comes this collection of out-takes,

live versions and alternate mixes of

previously released songs (B-Sides,

get it?). Predictably, the best tracks

are those already released on

Sugar's first three CD's, but there

are some stand-outs among the

remaining songs. Four of the seven-

teen tracks are written by bassist

David Barbe who has only had one

song released on a Sugar album

before now ("Company Book" from

F.U.E.L.). His songs are similar to

those of Grant Hart, Bob Mould's

Husker Dii cohort, but Barbe is not

as skilled a writer. Although many

songs on this CD don't work, the

ones that do, and the inclusion of a

raucous live CD, makes this package
hard to write off.

Lauren Stephen

Rancid

..AndOut Come The Wolves

Epitaph
Hot on the heels of last year's

inspired "Let's Go", "...And Out

Come The Wolves" starts off at a

dizzying pace and doesn't slow

down until every one of its nineteen

short tracks is finished. Recorded in

just two weeks, this ragged master-

piece is probably the best punk
album since The Clash's "London

Calling." The brand of ska-punk

played on "...Wolves" is, in fact,

sometimes reminiscent of that

ground-breaking album. However, it

is with other California punk bands

that Rancid's allegiance lies; their

attitude is less like The Clash and

more like Green Day or (fellow

Epitaph label-mates) The Oflspring.
The music on "...Wolves", however,

makes "Smash" and "Dookie" seem

pale in comparison. "...And Out

Come The Wolves" is the best album
released so-far this year.

Lauren Stephen

Blur

"The Great Escape"
EMI

These four blokes from England are

back once again with their thor-

oughly enjoyable style of pop music.

This album is their third in roughly

three years and it contains the same

type of catchy pop songs for which

they have become popular. The

Great Escape seems to continue on

from where Parklife left off. A num-

ber ofsongs contain string and horn

arrangements along with leadsinger

Damon Albarn playing the organ,

piano or synthesizer. Check out

"Country House" or "Fade Away"

for some fun horn arrangements.

Damon's lyrics have once again
become critical of English middle

class values. The only criticism that

can be made of this record is that it

seems to copy the formulas of songs

that were successful for them.

"Ernold Same" although sounding

very different could be vaguely com-

pared to "Parklife" in that it has this

English fellow narrating the song

and finally Damon breaks into song.

However, this is a fine album and

will more than likely continue the

reign of Blur as Britain's pop kings.

Sean Moore

Red Hot Chili Peppers
"One Hot Minute"

Warner

Four years and one guitarist later,

the Red Hot Chili Peppers have

finally released a new album titled

'One Hot Minute'. Several changes

have been made to the group, most

notably the addition of former

Jane's Addiction guitarist Dave

Navarro. What do these changes

amount to? At first listen, there may

be slight feelings of disappointment.

It almost seems like the group can't

decide what they want to sound like.

They go from guitar-driven tracks

like "Warped" to the funky sound of

"Aeroplane", then off to more mel-

low-sounding songs like "My

Friends". Fortunately, after giving
this album a few more listens it does

become better and more coherent.

The funky bass playing that you

come to expect from Flea becomes

evident, and the guitar work of Dave

Navarro begins to shine. The weird-

ness value of the lyrics also becomes

likable. This album does contain

some of what you would expect of

the Chili Peppers, but it seems that

the album is a mediocre effort for a

four year hiatus. Diehard Chili

Peppers fans should love it but it is

questionable whether they will win

over those who bought their last

album to hear "Under the Bridge".

Sean Moore

Various Artists

Desperado: The Soundtrack

Sony Music

Desperado was a supremely cool

movie, and if the soundtrack does

not quite live up to the coolness of

the film it misses by only a short

margin. Featuring artists such as:

Los Lobos, Tito & Tarantula, Carlos

Santana and even Dire Straits, the

Desperado soundtrack lays down

one fine tune after another. If you're

looking for fist pumping adrenaline

rushes you may be in the wrong

section. Most of the music on this

album is in the ultra-classy guitar

style, with the odd change. Don't

miss the nice rock-ballad "Back to

the House that Love Built" per-

formed by Tito & Tarantula. There

are several dialogue introductions

throughout the disc, perhaps the

only weakness that lies within it.

Most of these snippets are fine,

there are a couple that sound as ifat

the last second Sony remembered

they were to be included and hastily

added them in. In all the Desperado

soundtrack is perfect for those

moments when you want to add a

little laid back atmosphere to your

place, while simultaneously showing
that you've got a kickin' taste in

music.

Conor McCreery

Varga

Oxygen

BMG

Varga is a Canadian metal band

whose only previous blip on the

music radar was the single
"Freeze... Don't Move." Don't worry

if you haven't heard of it, you can

join the other 250 million people on

the continent who missed it as well.

Oxygen is your standard metal fare -

wailing guitars, driving base, and

lyrics that the average six year old

could come up with. Varga shows a

bit of NIN inspiration with then-

vocals, as they are in the ragged,

angry style of Mr. Reznor. However,

Varga is a pale, pale, pale imitation

at best. Vargas biggest problem

(besides a lack of talent) is the fact

that they really don't rock, most of

their music is fairly tame- not to

mention boring and repetitive, only

on the sixth track So Real do these

guys even begin to approach the

sound needed to drive one to fist

shaking, hair swinging, mosh pit

jumping frenzy. Varga is doomed to

be an unknown opening act for the

rest of their days, which, with any

luck will be rather short.

Conor McCreery

Seven Mary Three

American Standard

Attic

Having never heard of Seven Mary
Three before, I decided to give their

music a try. I was not disappointed,

and you will not be either. Their CD

is full of songs that swing from one

end of the emotional meter to the

other. There's the 'angry at the

world' songs 'Water's Edge' and

'Cumbersome', the lost-love song

'Roderigo' and more upbeat songs

like 'Margaret' and 'Punch. In,

Punch Out' all wonderfully done by

the lead singer whose voice remind-

ed me of the Hip's Gord Downie. If

you get the chance, pick up

'American Standard', I can guaran-

tee that you will like it.

Mike Vencel

Laurier trivia
BRAD ROSS

Cord Entertainment

Laurier just had a very successful

Homecoming.
This fun, exciting, yet evil week-

end included: whipping Guelph's

butt in Football; our Students' Union

destroying Guelph's Students' Union

in a tug-of-war match during half-

time; Alumni prancing everywhere;

and keggers all over campus. See

how much you know about your

home away from home... Wilfrid

Laurier University.
1. What is the University motto,

and what does it mean in

English?

2. How many Alumni do we

have?

3. What year did Dr. Marsden

commence her presidency at

WLU?

4. Who are your executive mem-

bers on the Students' Union?

5. When was the last time our

Golden Hawks won the Vanier

Cup?
6. What's the name of our school

yearbook?
7. When did the John Aird

Building officially open?
8. When was the first Cord pub*

lished?

9. How many undergraduate pro-

grains does our school offer?

10. What president of the United

States stayed in Bricker resi-

dence?

11. When did our Foot Patrol pro-

gram start?

12. How old do you have to be

before Laurier recognizes you

as a senior citizen?

13. Which Universities held a Pro-

Vietnam rally in the early

19705?

14. How many emergency num-

bers are on our personal safety
card?
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Uq||% lAjf*i|<l'p#| 6610. Need some help with proofing essays or with pie, it don't cost much! Call Scott at 884-1970,

■ writingAjpdating your resume? Do you want ext. 3829.

Free trips & cash bonuses. Students, clubs to Almadina Egyptian Cuisine. job interview tips? Give me a call at 746 -

promote sun & ski tours to Montreal, Mature, pleasant, honest, dedicated waiter 0648. Ask for Anne. Ay|f|n| IHfPHIPHf
Acapuico, Daytona, etc. Guaranteed lowest or waitress wanted. Part-time, apply within at /AIIIUJIII lvd 11will

prices for easy sale. Highest commissions. 1- 150 University Ave. @ Phillip St. 888 - 9697. l/lffIITCcCI
800-599-5808. Students: Earn up to $10,000 with College

WATERLOO WELLINGTON MYALGIC

Pro as a summer manager in 1996. For more WINDSURFER WANTED. Looking for a begin- ENCEPHALOMYELITIS ASSOCIATION invites

Thinking about teaching phys. Ed? Want information call (519) 439-7437 or fax resume ner to intermediate model. Call Peter at 745- K/W area CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME

some experience? to (519) 675-1980.Deadline is September 30, 3876. sufferers, their family and friends to a support

Needed: A leader for the "fun time" of a 1995 for this round of interviews. group meeting TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th,

weekly program for students grades 7-8. No Pregnant and considering your options? A 7-9 p.m. at THE ADULT RECREATION CEN-

experience required; must have inventive MORTY'S MORTY'S MORTY'S MORTY'S loving young couple is anxious to adopt and TRE, 185 King St. S. INFORMATION: 623-

ideas for games, must enjoy teens. Volunteer Morty needs help serving big burgers and provide a home for your unborn child, work- 3207.

one hour a week, dinner included. Logos is a wings. Part-time hostess positions now avail- ing with government licensed agency. Strictly

weekly program at Knox Presbyterian Church able. Apply in person across from the A/C. legal and confidential. Call Kim and Phillip at NUMUS CONCERTS presents Anthony

which builds relationships and fosters growth MORTY'S MORTVS MORTY'S MORTVS 1 (800) 263-0087. DeMare, solo piano.

in kids grades 1-13. Contact Knox church Featuring the CanadianPremiere ofFrederik

886-4150 or Elizabeth Denbeigh 745-3667. O C#**
Rzewski s de Profundis.

pQy IxdlT 10l bdlG Friday October 6,1995. MaureenForrester

HOMEWORKHELPERS NEEDED! Big Sisters Hall
-

WLU- For more info caU 74f>8437.

requires 25 students to tutor elementary/ high 1 room available in 6 room house with 5 other First year books — BUIII/121, ECI2O/140,

school students having academic difficulties. WLU students. 72 Hickory St. Call 821-113. CPII4, POllO, MAI3O, CSIO4, Low prices,

Access to a vehicle an asset. Training sched- best offers accepted. Call Jeremy at 884-3995,

uled for Tuesday October 3/1995 7:00-9:00 Fully furnished, 3 bedroom, spacious, split- or email to kerrl47o for information. IvljUl IdIJ

p.m. To register call 743-5206 ASAP. level house in quiet neighborhood, suitable for

visiting professor/family. Available Dec. 1,1995 1987 Chevette. Many parts still functioning. Congratulations on your Campaign Launer

PROFESSIONAL CAREER OPPORTUNITY to - July 1 1996. % min drive to universities. On Best offer. Call Sue at 886-1705. speech Scottcha.

manage your own business under the umbrel- bus route. 1 full bath, 2 washrooms, fireplace, - WLUSU

la of a giant in the financial industry. RBSP's, hardwood floors, garage, deck. Nonsmokers, ATTENTION FIRST YEAR FLOORS!

Mutual Funds, and more. Previous experience no pets. $900/mtli +utilities. 744-4713 Super Nintendo system for sale. Includes Power corrpts. Absolute power corrupts

not necessary but an asset. On the job train- football, hockey, basketball, and Street Fighter absolutely.

ing. Only serious applicants need apply. Mail AlTai«a#4 games, plus two controllers. $100 for the

cover letter and resume to: D6l ViCG wTTCIcQ whole deal. Divide it amongst yourselves, peo-

Cezary Jarski Word Processing Service. Reports, resumes, ——————■

275 Lancaster St. w. letters, mailing lists, form letters, etc. on recy-

Kitchener, Ont. N2H 4V2 cled paper. Laser printing, dictaphone, equa-

tion editing, optical scanning available.

Sun + Fun = Profit. Join Cananda' travel Audrey 884-7123.

industry part-time. Earn income. Access I Ik Ljnff |
industry perks. Home based business $ PROOFREADER Jj jg 1 B
149.00. Lifetime Membership. (519) 579- Proofreader with English degree and 8 years W

8587 6xp6ri6nc6 will corrcct errors in spelling,

grammar, punctuation and clarity. Books, pro-
Interested in helping out with Lauriers Yearbook? TheKeystone is look-

Hiring! An opportunity to become a volunteer posals, reports, newsletters, papers, ingfor Volunteers tO help with layouts, COpy etc. Contact Laurie Nicholls

advisor or staff member for Junior brochures. On campus pick up and delivery. Jjy e-mail (nicho7so) Or Come lip tO the StudentPublications offices.
Achievement. You can gain excellent experi- 725-5308.

ence by helping high school students run their

own businesses. Experienced Tutoravailable in calculus, math,

No experience is necessary and you only physics and German, close to University. Call

need one night a week. Mike at 886-2928.

Call KathiSmith or Diane Brunette at 576-

UP FOR THE CHALLENGE ?

The Cord.

We are offering challenging and rewarding careers in:

You like it It likes you. Marketing � Sales � Finance

We are looking for well-rounded individuals who are:

Leaders � Innovators � Thinkers

Information Session: Paul Martin Centre
- Tuesday, October 3, 1995 - 5:30 to 7:00



NEU STUDENTEN KUNST

He-No-Gotta-Libido

For how long

must I flail my tongue

between your legs?

The guys have asked me out.

They've rented twenty kegs.

For how long

must we lie here naked

1n your parents' bed?

Missing the hoceky game

fills me with dread.

Do you really

want your limbs

tied to the bedposts?

I "m watching a program

on how to mulch compost.

Can you take your thumb

out of my butt

for a minute?

I'm going to the fridge

to see what's in it.

Why must your

slender sister always

come and join us?

I'm too ti red

for double coitus.

Anton Volcansek

&MINS® PfTfe m Toff

Intensity
I told you that I loved you.

Loneliness made me feel

That I should be at your side.

I wanted you to hold me,

To make me feel

Less a corpse.

Alive.

So I 11ed to my soul.

But I didn't love you

The same way that

You loved me.

Every moment we spent together

I looked Into your eyes,

And wondered why.

Why did I make such a mistake?

Now we are living together.
We share the same room,

The same bed.

The same mind.

I want to run away.

I can't force myself

To love you.

To be even remotely
Attracted to you.

I'm so sorry.

I wish I could change things.

So that we aren't forced to meet

Every day.
The fire has gone out.

Not even embers remain.

And now I shiver,

From the cold.

Forever yours,

Tim Miller

I Might Mean What I Don't Say

I wish you well 1n all you don't do

May all that you dream about never come true.

Travel to nowhere, don't stay at home;

Never get married and don't die alone.

Jump on the bandwagon, don't let your arms sag.

Eat nothing but chocolate, and watch weight;

Love everybody, and everyone, hate.

Smile for the camera, don't watch the bird;

Join the crowd, don't follow the herd.

Speak your mind, and hold your tongue;

Life 1s suffering, go out and have fun.

Stop and smell roses, don't hold up the line;

You're not welcome here, come back anytime.

Create new things, only do what Is known;

Stay just as you are, my how you've grown.

Always speak freely and live for the day;

Keep your mouth shut till you've something to say.

Hurry and finish, of course take your time;

Cover your ears, can you hear the bells chime?

Don't follow leaders, you must do your own part;

Listen to reason, and follow your heart.

Save up your pennies, throw a dime in the well;

I'll see you in heaven, you'll fry In hell.

Take the road less traveled, follow the path;

Dance and be merry in the aftermath.

Hide your true feelings, don't ever be fake;

Strive for perfection, we all make mistakes.

Make your waves, and don't rock the boat;

Try to fix 1t 1f it isn't broke.

Love your neighbour, don't covet his wife;

Living is precious, my, how cheap is life?

Michael Boyce

And so it goes...
Do we need to keep track of the seconds per day?

Or will we just sll and waste our precious time away?

Our lives centre 'round a thing called a clock

and minutes pass much faster if you just sit and talk.

But why do we need a concept like time?

Can't I just waste my existence spouting out this small rhyme? The warm

breezes blowing, the birds in the trees;

even flowers 1n meadows 1s what time 1s to me.

To love and to live. It's a gift time affords. So do all that you can,

and reap the rewards; Of a life full of passion; of unending lust;

and be ever so contented, 'til time makes you dust.

Enjoy what you're given, to your last ounce of breath

and don't you dare stop living until time makes your death. Time 1s so

finite, as 1s our existence I suppose;

So don't squander your seconds and that's how it goes.

BenGraham

Letters to you

Ours was a Zen relationship.

Nothing happened.

Liam Henson

y& u wit. I. If sub m 1 t
...
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Get your homework done

in half the time! ,jjiL^
Try ey, it could happen. With a new IPC 575i systems have the muscle to go wher-

iIK j-j-j |~ J J c^pT
JL JL CD/FX9S-575i computer to help getyour everyou want to go. We combined an j1 1 j"J| |"j"j |"j"j fpPj

packages.
Lm

_

16-bit sound card, and a pair of
{0 ScHOOI lltWitMZth?

reference and entertainment to amplified stereo speakers. And its all
j

At' J (

IPC CDIFX9S
, , ,

L-3^

financial management there s Multimediaexperience! ready to run, just unpack the 30DAY
MONEY BACK

_____

something for everyone. boxes, plug in afew cables, and away
~~~~~ IPC 5755e

/[+g| Guaranteed! • Intel 75MHz Pentium processor

( 1 In fact, once you start exploring you go!
' B

™lgs °! RAM

V |'l' J CDIFX9S-575i or5755e
» 256k cache &

you can return itwithin • PCI Local bus architecture — —

Pentium® the potential ofyour CD/FX9S-575i, Of course, every IPC system is -ie-bit sound card m^MEf
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J i J J
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• 14.4 Voice/Fax/Modem KOICE.FAX.Dm

you 11 be amazed. Listen to your covered by a full 3-year parts and labour warranty, •internet starter k«

_
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• 530M8 high speed hard drive

i • 3.5" high density floppy drive

favourite CD Willieyou Everything you do with aPC is easier 1 toll-free tech support, and on-site • imb pci svga video card

and faster with windows 95.
* Microsoft Mouse and mouse pad

surf the internet via the 32-b" architecturedeliversfas,er
service* for the first year. warranty

and smootherperformance.
«/ «/ �

• First year on-site service*

•
, 11441 112 / J

IJHM Multi-tasking and multi-threading
etc

• Monitor not included

internal 14,4k jax/modem. letyou work in several programs
And to top it offy the CD/FX9S-575i

0^
on several jobs at once.
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Jump from tomorrow's •'ll

,
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?
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,

and5755e are covered by afull mZBSEEEEEEBEM
1 J

computing even more automatic,and plug-and-play J J
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technology lets you expand instantly. V"/■ Ak«rJ"J# i#l

assignment to the Amazon iun- 30-day money-back guarantee! • Same configuration as s7sse Pius:
° J 0

• Dual speed CD ROM

• 9 popularsoftware packages'

gle with a couple ofmouse clicks. Thanks to the all So get everything done fast and you 7/ have *1,899

new Windows '95, true multi- tasking is for real. even more time to do things! Contact one of the MffiWW 'wccd/fxss systems

And IPC CD/FX9S- dealers below for more information. ImitUm
software

*

t
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•Encarta '95 • Golf • Works • CO Sampler

•Dangerous Creatures • Money •Scenes*

111 -

• Entertainment Pack* • Let's Learn Vol.l

■ Vr THKEjj. *pre loadedon thehard drive only.
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PERSONAL WOW STANDARD | W ® IPC CD/FX

COMPUTERS HBB

Computer Connection National Computers Uof W Computer Store Chipon Computers
825 Weber St. E., #3 255 King St. North Math Bldg. Rm. 2018 287 Erie Street

Kitchener Waterloo Waterloo Stratfonl

578-457Q 725-Q6Q6 888.4636 273.1412

*

The 30 day money back guarantee applies only to IPC CD/FX 575 andIPC 5755esystems purchased between August 24 andSeptember 31, 1995.The Intel Inside Logo and Pentium are trademarks of Intel Corporation. The IPC logo is a trademark of 3D Microcomputers.

Windows and the Windows 95 logo are trademarks ofMicrosoft Corp. System not necessarily as shown. ' Monitor not eligiblefor on-site service. On-Site service is not available in all areas ofCanada. Regional price variances may apply. Prices and configuration subject to change withoutnotice.
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